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New beginnings

As the year draws to a close, 
several of our features this 
month look at making a fresh 
start in both the personal 
and the political arena.

There’s our interview with Harry Lorton, who has come full 
circle in the banking sector, moving from a high-profi le career 
with TSB before the fi nancial crisis through a wide range of non-
executive roles, culminating in his latest position as chairman 
of the Bank of Ireland Mortgage Bank. Over that time, the 
relationship between the banking community and its customers 
has come under severe strain, and he argues that technology is 
the key to making improvements going forward. Find out more 
on page 12.

Lorton’s suggestion of ‘explore, dream, discover’ as 
the guidelines for building a successful career could apply 
equally to the fi lm industry. There’s big money to be made 
from captivating audiences, and our article on page 16 looks 
at the starring role which Irish locations and skills now play 
in producing some of the highest-grossing productions 
of recent times. 

Continuing the theme of starting over, Peter Williams casts 
a critical eye over the use of traditional measures such as GDP 
to measure the health of an economy. He reckons a more 
nuanced approach is needed, with accountants leading the way 
in providing a more holistic view of performance. His column is 
on page 20.

For accountants who want to show what they can do, we 
provide some advice about how to use social media to build a 
brand in a practical guide on page 26.

As Accounting and Business went to press, Ireland fi nance 
minister Michael Noonan was delivering his Budget speech. 
Our feature on page 32 examines the background to the 
announcement and some of the key elements. We’ll be picking 
up on those in more detail in our next issue. 

Pat Sweet, Ireland editor, pat.sweet@accaglobal.com

*   ACCA has added a new section to its ‘professional 
quotient’ test. Do you have the technical and ethical 
skills needed for the future? Take the test to fi nd out at 
thefuture.accaglobal.com.
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▲ Payback time 
Singer Sinéad O’Connor 
has paid out more than 
€160,000 in a settlement 
with tax inspectors. 
She has been named 
in the Revenue's latest  
tax defaulters list 

◄ Animal magic
The Irish Farmer 
Calendar has gone 
global, after a book of 
its photos was published 
in the US. A share of 
the sales will go to the 
charity Bóthar

► Toast of the town
Pre-tax profits at one of 
the best known pubs in 
the country, the Temple 
Bar in Dublin, soared by 
31% to €2.77m last year. 
The pub is a favourite 
with tourists 

▲ Money man
Ben Affleck attends the 
Hollywood premiere 
of action thriller The 
Accountant, in which 
he plays a freelance 
accountant working for 
dangerous crime gangs
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▼  Whiskey galore
Irish Distillers, producer 
of Jameson whiskey, 
has embarked on an 
€11m redevelopment 
of its Old Jameson 
Distillery in Smithfield, 
Dublin

▼ Under scrutiny 
Ireland's Data Protection 
Commissioner is 
investigating claims that 
Yahoo scanned emails for 
US intelligence officials, 
potentially infringing 
citizens' privacy rights 

◄ Poet's corner
A new £4m centre 
dedicated to poet 
Seamus Heaney has 
been opened in his 
native Co Derry with 
a target of attracting 
35,000 visitors per year
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News roundup
This issue’s stories and infographics from Ireland and Northern Ireland, as well as a look 
at the latest developments affecting fi nance professionals around the world

£162m Project Eagle loss
The National Asset 
Management Agency made 
a net loss of £162m on its 
sale of the Project Eagle 
portfolio of Northern Ireland 
debts, according to a report 
by Ireland’s Offi ce of the 
Comptroller and Auditor 
General. The losses were 
in addition to the £478m 
previously recognised in 
impairment charges. The 
£162m was calculated as the 
difference between NAMA’s 

standard discounted rate of 
5.5% and the 10%+ rate used 
for the Project Eagle sale. 
NAMA rejected the report 
fi ndings, saying that ‘achieving 
£1.32bn for the portfolio 
was the best achievable 
commercial outcome’. 

Ireland on tax haven list
Ireland has been placed on 
Brazil’s blacklist of tax havens. 
It joins Panama, the Isle of 
Man, Monaco and 63 other, 
mostly offshore, jurisdictions. 

Austria has also just been 
added to the list. Ireland 
is lobbying to be removed 
from the list, which includes 
countries with corporation tax 
rates below 20%. 

NI tax guidance
HMRC has published draft 
guidance on the devolution 
of corporation tax to the 
Northern Ireland Executive. 
Tax devolution is scheduled 
to begin in April 2018 if the 
Northern Ireland Executive has 
demonstrated to the Treasury 
by then that its fi nances 
are sustainable in the long 
term. The Northern Ireland 
Assembly has indicated it will 
match the Republic’s 12.5% 
rate. The guidance advises 
how to calculate the Northern 
Ireland element of corporate 
profi ts earned in more than 
one jurisdiction, defi nes 
what constitutes a Northern 
Ireland company, and provides 
specifi c rules for capital 
allowances, intangible fi xed 
allowances and R&D relief.

Baker Tilly Hughes Blake
Hughes Blake has joined Baker 
Tilly International, changing 
its name to Baker Tilly Hughes 
Blake. Ted Verkade, Baker 
Tilly International’s CEO 
and president, said: ‘We are 
strengthening our position 
in a growing market that 
holds signifi cant investment 
interest for global businesses.’ 
The rebranded fi rm is hiring 
60 people to support its 
growth plans over the next 
three years, potentially 
doubling its workforce. It is 
headquartered in Dublin, with 
offi ces in Enniscorthy and 
Cork. Neil Hughes, managing 
partner of Baker Tilly Hughes 

Blake, said that the tie-up 
represented ‘a tremendous 
growth opportunity’.

Deloitte scouts grads
Deloitte is recruiting 280 
graduates for its offi ces in 
Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Limerick 
and Galway. The positions are 
across a range of business 
areas, including audit and 
assurance, risk advisory, 
corporate fi nance, restructuring, 
forensic services, tax and 
consulting. Deloitte’s tech 
programmes are also recruiting. 
Applications are sought from 
graduates in disciplines such 
as business, law, science, 
technology, engineering and 
maths as well as accounting. 

Donaghy’s new firm
Former Belfast KPMG partner 
Eamonn Donaghy has 
registered a new fi rm, Bona 
Fide Consulting. The other 
director is Paula Donaghy. 
Along with three other former 
KPMG partners in the Belfast 
offi ce – Jon D’Arcy, Arthur 
O’Brien and Paul Hollway – 
he left the fi rm following an 
investigation by HMRC into a 
joint property venture called 
Jeap. The four are taking legal 
action against HMRC, claiming 
that it acted unlawfully and 
unreasonably in obtaining 
search warrants for their 
homes and offi ces. 

BDO expands in North
BDO Northern Ireland is 
creating 43 new jobs over 
the next three years, taking 
its total workforce to over 
200. The expansion is backed 
by £218,000 in employment 
grant and training support 
from Invest NI. Peter Burnside, 
managing partner of BDO 

ACCA strategic alliance partner unveils 
ethics in finance report
ACCA members have attended events around the world 
to launch a new report on ethics in fi nancial services by 
strategic alliance partner Chartered Accountants Australia 
and New Zealand (CA ANZ).

Leo Lee, ACCA deputy president (pictured here far 
left, with, from left, CA ANZ staff members Lee Whitney 
and Simon Grant, and ACCA Council member Fergus 
Wong), attended the Hong Kong launch. He said the 
report provided useful recommendations to address the 
factors contributing to ethical behaviour. ‘The report is 
an excellent reference for professional accountants to 
develop and enhance their technical and ethical quotient, 
the most important among the seven quotients needed 
by fi nance professionals, as highlighted in ACCA’s report 
Professional accountants – the future.’

CA ANZ also held events in Australia, New Zealand, 
Singapore and the UK. For more on the report, A question 
of ethics, see AB October 2016, page 36.

For more about ACCA’s alliance with CA ANZ, visit 
accaglobal.com/alliance.
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Northern Ireland, said: ‘We 
provide careers, not just jobs, 
and this contract enables 
us to create up to 43 new 
positions that will contribute 
over £1m per annum to the 
local economy. With 12 of 
the roles already fi lled, we 
are continuing to recruit and 
greatly appreciate all the 
support provided by Invest NI.’ 

Ryanair flies to Girona
Ryanair has launched a new 
summer route from Belfast 
International Airport to Girona 
in Spain, starting in March 
next year. The carrier has also 
extended its summer schedule 
from Belfast to include Berlin, 
Milan and London. However, 
it has cut the number of fl ights 
from the City of Derry to 

Liverpool from next year and 
is closing the Derry to London 
Stansted route completely.

NI councils warned 
Councils in Northern Ireland 
have been told by the local 
government auditor, Louise 
Mason, to ensure they have a 
confl ict of interest policy. She 
said some district councils did 
not have one at the time of 
the last audit in March. ‘Such 
a policy ensures that board 
members and council staff are 
aware of their responsibility 
for identifying and managing 
the risk of a confl ict of 
interest, real or perceived,’ 
she said. Councils’ attention 
was drawn to the Northern 
Ireland Audit Offi ce guide on 
confl ict of interest. »

ACCA officially the best

ACCA last month scooped the hotly contested 
Professional Body of the Year prize at the prestigious 
The Accountant and International Accounting Bulletin 
awards in London.

ACCA pipped fellow nominees CIMA, CPA Canada, 
CPA Ireland and the IMA to win the award in front of a 
packed crowd of industry leaders.

On accepting the award, Alan Hatfi eld, ACCA’s 
executive director of strategy and development, paid 
tribute to ACCA’s people around the world.

‘I am particularly proud to accept this award on behalf 
of everyone at ACCA because it is in recognition of 
the breadth of the work our employees, members and 
students are doing right across the world.’

According to Hatfi eld, ACCA’s integrated report was 
integral to winning the award, along with a host of key 
developments in learning and the new strategic alliance 
with CA ANZ (Chartered Accountants Australia and 
New Zealand).

AD

Accounting for the Future
Register now for ACCA’s annual virtual global conference to fi nd out about the 
qualities and skills that you need to succeed in your career –  now and in the future

On the agenda

* The challenge to the 
summit – beyond Everest

* Enterprise performance 
management: a new era of 
CFO opportunity

* How blockchain could 
change the role of 
accountants

* Google Garage on 
growing SMEs digitally

 

* Corporate governance 
and corruption in Africa

* Topical tax update: from 
BEPS to ‘making tax digital’

* Navigating ethics in the 
banking and fi nancial 
services industry

In the line-up
Sibusiso Vilane, adventurer and author (above 
left, with Nelson Mandela) | John O’Mahoney, 
head of KPMG’s UK Enterprise Performance 
Management | Prof Michael Mainelli FCCA, 
executive chairman, Z/Yen Group | Alan Texeira, 
Deloitte’s global IFRS research director | Rob 
Everett, Financial Markets Authority, New Zealand

Find out 
more and 
register at: 

www.accaglobal.
com/accountingfor
thefuture
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Vaughan top LGBT boss
EY’s Catherine Vaughan has 
been named senior leader of 
the year by the Gay & Lesbian 
Equality Network (Glen) at its 
2016 LGBT Workplace Equality 
Index Awards for the second 
year running. She is head of 
EY’s LGBT ‘Unity’ network in 
Ireland. EY was ranked second 
in the top 10 employers of the 
year by Glen.

€50m vulture-repellent
A €50m fund has reportedly 
been established by Ram 
Capital to support businesses 
whose bank debts have been 
acquired by vulture funds. 
According to the Sunday 
Business Post, Ram is acting as 
a facilitator to other funds to 
help debtors exit existing loan 
arrangements without having 
to cease trading or lose control 
of valuable assets. The fund is 
reportedly chaired by former 
AIB auditor Tony Spollen. 
Attempts to contact Ram 
Capital were unsuccessful.

Fuel laundering fixed?
Fuel laundering has been 
virtually eliminated, a 
Revenue offi cial has told 
the comptroller and auditor 
general. In tests of 197 petrol 
stations in the last year, there 
was no evidence of any fuel 
having been laundered. The 
success has been chalked up 
to a new marker added to 
diesel that is near-impossible 
to remove, as well as joint 
work by the Revenue and 
the UK’s HMRC against fuel 
launderers and smugglers. The 
fraud has cost the Republic 
alone an estimated €239m in 
lost revenues.

Innovation-friendly
A survey of Irish businesses 
by KPMG and RedC has 
found that 70% believe that 
Ireland is innovation-friendly, 
with 80% of businesses 
engaged in innovative activity. 
KPMG’s Innovation Monitor 
report assessed attitudes to 
innovation of more than 200 

Irish businesses, and concluded 
that it remains a strategic 
priority. Another fi nding was 
that 42% of businesses have 
made use of the R&D tax 
credit (with almost half of 
them having been subject to 
a Revenue enquiry or audit), 
yet 57% are unaware of the 
Knowledge Development Box.

More competitive
Ireland has moved up 
a place in the World 
Economic Forum’s Global 
Competitiveness Index, and 
is now ranked 23rd out of 138 
countries. This represents 
a ranking improvement for 
the third consecutive year. 
Switzerland is fi rst, followed 
by Singapore and the US. The 
UK is seventh, up from ninth 
last year. The report found that 
declining openness threatens 
international growth and 
prosperity, while monetary 
stimulus measures are 
insuffi cient to sustain growth, 

and competitiveness reforms 
are also needed. 

KPMG CEO survey
Most Irish CEOs believe 
the next three years will be 
critical for their businesses 
and more important than any 
of the previous 50 years. Now 
or Never, KPMG’s Irish CEO 
Outlook for 2016, considers 
Irish CEOs’ strategic dilemmas 
and how they plan to respond. 
More than half are more 
confi dent in the prospects 
of their own businesses than 
in the wider economy’s, and 
more than a third expect their 
company to transform in the 
medium term.

Birnie off to uni
PwC’s chief economist in 
Northern Ireland, Esmond 
Birnie, has left the fi rm to 
become senior economist at 
Ulster University’s Economic 
Policy Centre. Birnie is 
a former Ulster Unionist 

MLA and special adviser to 
Reg Empey when he was 
employment and learning 
minister. The Danske Bank 
chief economist Angela 
McGowan has also moved on, 
becoming Northern Ireland 
regional director for the CBI. 

No EU concern on tax
EU competition commissioner 
Margrethe Vestager has 
insisted that the European 
Commission has ‘no specifi c 
concern’ about Ireland’s tax 
system and will not seek to 
harmonise tax rates across the 
EU. She added: ‘We do very 
specifi c case work. If there are 
reasons for concern, well then 
we may open investigations.’ 
Vestager conceded that 
Ireland’s 12.5% corporate tax 
rate is ‘attractive’ and provided 
‘obvious reasons why you 
want to place your business 
in Ireland.’ ■

Paul Gosling, journalist

Ireland visitor numbers rise 

During the three months of this summer, 
the number of overseas trips to Ireland 
broke through the three million mark for 
the fi rst time, according to fi gures from 
the Central Statistics Offi ce.

Trips to Ireland were up by 10.8% 
this summer compared with the 
same period last year.

An increase of 300,300 visitors 
between June and August made 
for an overall total of 3,088,000 
trips to Ireland.

Great Britain
1,132,500

North America
667,600

Ireland

Other 
191,700

Europe
1,096,200
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‘Banks are 
increasingly 

going to have 
to deal with 

disintermediation, 
and the 

contingent loyalty 
of customers’
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CV

The rover returns
Getting to the top takes time, forward planning and a willingness to step into the 
unknown, says Harry Lorton FCCA, chairman of Bank of Ireland Mortgage Bank

related, therefore you have to have the customer in mind at all 
time. If you, as a company, believe that one of your competitive 
advantages is that your customer doesn’t know something, then 
you are in real trouble.’

In terms of the skillset required to play non-executive roles 
well, Lorton says it comes down to a sense of dispassionate 
concern for the best interests of the company. ‘Trust but verify 
has always been a guiding principle for me. That’s in essence 
the non-executive role – to be sceptical but not hostile. The 
chairman has the extra duty of making sure that, where a 
challenge takes place, it is done in a respectful way. So it all 
comes down to relationships. If a director feels management are 
hiding things or glossing over events, then trust is at risk, and of 
course, once that’s gone it’s very hard to get it back.’

For those interested in becoming board members, Lorton’s 
advice is to ‘make sure people in your network know this is 
something you are interested in. Then make sure you can explain 
very succinctly what skills you bring to the table.’ 

In October 2012, Lorton was part of the first cohort to 
complete the newly launched Certified Bank Director programme 
run by the Institute of Bankers in Ireland, a qualification he says 
brought him back up to speed after a decade out of the sector. 
For anyone interested in serious non-executive roles, ‘having 
something like this qualification or the Institute of Directors’ 
Chartered Director programme is a huge plus. It demonstrates 
competency to your potential new employer.’ »

There’s a line from Mark Twain that neatly sums up the 
approach of Harry Lorton FCCA to his career: ‘Twenty 
years from now, you will be more disappointed by the 

things you didn’t do than by the ones you did do.’ 
When he became CEO of the newly formed Permanent TSB 

back in 2001, it was the culmination of one 30-year journey and 
potentially the starting point of a new one. For many in a similar 
position, it would have seemed as though the world was at their 
feet. Lorton, however, had other ideas. A year after the merger 
that created Permanent TSB, he decided to follow through on 
the rest of Twain’s famous dictum: ‘So throw off the bowlines. Sail 
away from the safe harbour. Catch the trade winds in your sails. 
Explore. Dream. Discover.’

Stepping down as CEO, Lorton went on to pursue a variety 
of senior roles, becoming a non-executive and a chairman of 
organisations in a wide spread of fields – software, pension 
administration, law, the car industry and marketing. Sail far enough 
in one direction, though, and you may well end up where you 
began. This year, Lorton’s career comes, in some sense, full circle, 
as he takes on a new role in banking, having been appointed 
chairman of Bank of Ireland Mortgage Bank in early 2016.

Banking on a portfolio
Leaving a high-profile role in Irish banking just as the sector 
was about to enter its most recent cycle of boom and bust by 
ramping up its financing of increasingly feverish housing activity, 
was, Lorton says, nothing to do with any prescience or concern 
about what lay ahead. ‘I’d been CEO of TSB for 11 years, and the 
task of merging with Permanent was something we concluded 
over a year and a half period. Having found a home for TSB, and 
with its market share growing and the future looking positive, I 
saw it as the opportune time to leave. I was fully aware that if you 
step down as the head of a large clearing bank without a specific 
plan to do something else the chances of being invited back are 
very slim. I had to be very sure of what I was doing.’ 

After some travel and time spent improving his French 
and Spanish, Lorton gradually moved into non-executive 
directorships, drawn to the portfolio career espoused by the 
business thinker Charles Handy. He joined the boards of a 
diverse range of organisations, including Royal Liver Assurance, 
Johnson & Perrott Motor Group and the Independent Trustee 
Company – all, however, reflecting a longstanding interest in 
how businesses market their products and communicate to 
their customers. ‘In my time running the bank, I always believed 
that the CEO was also the chief marketing officer. Every action 
that occurs in a company has the potential to be customer-

2016
Appointed chairman, Bank of Ireland 
Mortgage Bank

2014
Became chairman of Independent 
Trustee Company

1992
Appointed CEO of TSB Bank and subsequently CEO of 
Permanent TSB (2001)

1979
Appointed financial controller of Cork Savings Bank

1978
Became member of ACCA 
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Basics Tips

and there was a question mark over who owned them. The 
customer didn’t, as they had a purely contractual relationship 
with the banks; and the trustees didn’t, as that was set out in 
their constitution. In the 1980s, the TSB in the UK went to the 
House of Lords to settle the matter, which ultimately held that 
any extra proceeds were owned by the state. The law effectively 
applied here too. What it meant was that, if the TSB was ever 
sold, proceeds would go to the government.’ 

That clarity set the framework for the 2001 purchase of the 
bank by Irish Life & Permanent for €430m. As to what followed 
in Irish banking later that decade, Lorton has little time for those 
who say we’ll never really know what went wrong. 

‘We know exactly what went wrong,’ he says. ‘Read the 
Nyberg report; read the Honohan report: you now know what 
went wrong. A few years ago academics from the London School 
of Economics responded to a request from Queen Elizabeth II 
to give her an explanation of what had happened globally. They 
described it as a failure of the collective imagination and said 
it was difficult to recall a greater example of wishful thinking 
combined with hubris. Everyone was relying on someone else 
and everyone thought they were doing the right thing. Banks 
don’t give loans if they think they will go belly up, so they 
genuinely became part of this belief that things would go on for 
years to come as they were and that, even if they did come to an 
end, it would be with a soft landing.’

Growth and recovery
This year, Lorton was appointed chairman of Bank of Ireland 
Mortgages, a role that follows a number of years on its board. 
While excited to become chair, he sees it very much in terms 
of stewardship, rather than anything more radical. ‘It’s a very 
well-run board in a very compliant company. I don’t see myself 
playing a transformative role as such but I will be trying to ensure 
we are following the right strategy, with a full awareness of the 
competitive threats coming down the road.’

While the Bank of Ireland mortgage book is, he adds, in the 
best shape of any Irish bank’s, he knows there is no room for 
complacency. ‘There is a huge amount still to be done. It will be 

In this brave new post-crisis world, Lorton also has a word 
of caution for aspiring board members for what they are 
committing to. ‘As a non-executive director, more time must be 
given to dealing with what can appear to be routine issues but 
often come with legal obligations. You need to spend north of 
20 days per annum on each board. Anything less than that isn’t 
giving it enough time. The old days of a board nodding wisely 
to executive plans are gone; it’s much more interactive and it 
requires commitment.’

Getting to the top
Growing up in Cork, Lorton joined Bank of Ireland straight from 
school in 1969 and quickly found a role in its emerging corporate 
sector. It was an exciting time as technology was coming into the 
field, allowing banks to appeal to the mass market in a way they 
hadn’t before. His 10 years with the bank saw him win a scholarship 
to pursue first business studies in Trinity College Dublin and then 
ACCA – he became a member in 1978. A year later, he took up the 
role of financial controller with Cork Savings Bank, becoming chief 
executive of Cork and Limerick Savings Bank, then the first CEO of 
TSB Bank, and finally the first CEO of Permanent TSB. It’s a journey 
he attributes directly to his membership of ACCA. ‘I qualified 
in 1978 and became financial controller the following year. That 
would never have happened without a solid well-recognised 
qualification such as ACCA.’ He also became involved in the local 
ACCA committee in Cork, gaining a national profile when he 
served as president of ACCA Ireland in 1989-90.

Lorton’s tenure as CEO also saw the TSB settle what 
might seem an unusual question for a financial institution – its 
ownership. ‘In both the UK and Ireland, it had never been fully 
clear who owned trustee savings banks. They began as local 
voluntary organisations in 1800s; over time they gained assets, 

*   ‘Every action that occurs in a 
company has the potential to be 
customer-related, therefore you 
have to have the customer in mind 
at all times.’ 

*   ‘If you, as a company, believe 
that one of your competitive advantages is that 
your customer doesn’t know something, then you are 
in real trouble.’

*   ‘The old days of a board nodding wisely to executive 
plans are gone; it’s much more interactive and it 
requires commitment.’

Company boards: 
a brief history

1906
The English court of appeal confirms 
that boards have separate managerial 
powers from shareholders

1934
The US Securities Exchange Act gives management control 
over who can stand for election to boards

1992
The Cadbury Report in the UK sets out widely followed 
recommendations on the arrangement of company boards

2004
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development publishes its principles of corporate governance
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me a top-class service across all channels at a price that’s right; if 
you don’t, I’ll go somewhere else.”’

The health of the economy will naturally be vital to the health 
of the mortgage and property market, and as the interview takes 
place, a new and unexpected uncertainty has only recently been 
thrown into the mix. ‘Brexit was a very bad decision for Ireland 
and has already had an impact,’ Lorton says. ‘Time will tell if it’s a 
bad decision for the UK too.’ 

As a former board member for the National Competitiveness 
Council, Lorton warns that we have to be very careful we are to 
remain competitive. ‘The UK has suddenly become a lot more 
competitive as a result of a weaker sterling. That said, I would 
still be sanguine that if we keep our heads down and costs 
under control, we can still be very positive about our recovery 
and the future.’ ■ 

Donal Nugent, journalist 

many years before we can all sit back and say either the banks 
or the property market are as they should be.’ Reflecting on 
the current housing crisis, Lorton says it’s going to take years to 
address. ‘Even if everything the government plans is delivered, we 
will still have housing issues – that’s how serious the problem is.’ 

While the experiences of the past decade have changed 
Irish people’s relationships with banks, Lorton argues that 
it is technology more than anything else that will forge that 
relationship in the future. 

‘If you are a certain category of customer with Amazon in 
the US, for example, when you click to buy, they’ll give you 
a loan to do so. A whole range of financial services is being 
disintermediated, especially by the newer, nimbler fintech 
players. Banks are increasingly going to have to deal with that, 
and the fact that banking customers are looking around a lot 
more too. Consumers view us with a kind of contingent loyalty. 
The thinking is that “I’ll do business with you so long as you give 
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Lights, camera – and cash
Film production is taking a starring role on both sides of the border, bringing with it 
investment in infrastructure and a demand for skilled finance professionals

and 17% a year.  The multiplicity of TV and online channels, plus 
the renewed popularity of cinema-going, is driving growth in 
Ireland, the UK, Europe and internationally.

However, this growth can only happen at this rate if there 
are more studios.  A 2012 report by PwC for Pinewood Studios 
reported total stage floor space in the UK of 120,000 sq metres, 
with a potential additional demand of between 74,300 sq 
metres and 112,900 sq metres by 2032.  Extra ancillary space 
will also be required, as well as facilities for businesses servicing 
film productions.

The situation in Ireland is the same, on both sides of the 
border, with demand leading to new studios opening and 
existing studios being expanded and modernised.  The Ardmore 
studios in Bray are majority owned by show business accountant 
Ossie Kilkenny and U2 manager Paul McGuinness.  Ardmore 
is well established and well known, supporting local economic 
activity of €35m a year, but the studios are turning productions 
away because of the high level of demand.  

Ashford studios in County Wicklow are newer – they 
opened in 2012 – but are also at full capacity.  The other major 
commercial studios in the Republic are at Limerick, based at the 
former site of the Dell factory and are not yet operational, but 
will be the largest of the three when opened.  They are expected 
to generate €70m a year in local spend.

These are heady days for the Irish film industry.  
Brooklyn, partly filmed in Ireland and based on the 
novel by Colm Tóibín, was nominated for three Oscars 

last year.  The next Star Wars release has been filmed on the 
Kerry island of Skellig Michael and in Malin Head in Donegal.  
Game of Thrones, shot in Northern Ireland, has won more 
Emmys than any other TV programme in history.  And The Fall, 
set in Belfast, has become a surprise TV hit.

In both Northern Ireland and the Republic, film has become 
an important part of the economy.  The broader industry – known 
as the audio-visual content production sector, which includes TV 
and online output, as well as cinema – employs more than 6,000 
people in the Republic, engaging 560 businesses and generating 
turnover of over €550m annually.  

A 2011 Irish government study, Creative Capital, set out the 
objective of doubling the size of the industry, while the 2015 
Action Plan for Jobs recognised the sector as one of the most 
promising for employment creation.  Its short-term target was for 
an additional 1,000 jobs in audio-visual.

Rapid growth is also taking place in the sector in Northern 
Ireland, where it is worth more than £65m a year to the province’s 
economy.  In the UK as a whole, annual turnover is around 
£6.6bn, which is projected to rise to £7.6bn in the next two years.  
Employment growth is expected to increase by between 13% 
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As well as this, Dublin’s South Docklands could be the setting 
for another new studio, on the former Irish Glass Bottle site.  This 
project is being led by Brooklyn producer Alan Maloney and 
Windmill Lane Studios founder James Morris, reportedly with 
backing from  U2 frontman Bono.  This one scheme is projected to 
create more than 3,000 jobs, with a studio significantly larger than 
any of its rivals, and more than twice the size of those in Limerick.

In Northern Ireland, Belfast’s Titanic Studios are in high 
demand and were the base for the filming of Game of Thrones.  
Over the first six series, Game of Thrones became the world’s 
most watched TV show, with more than 18 million viewers in 199 
countries.  The programme has generated international interest 
in Northern Ireland’s scenery, with much of the shooting taking 
place outdoors on the province’s beaches, mountains and famed 
Dark Hedges road.

Although filming will complete in 2018, it is likely that other 
books from author George RR Martin may also be filmed in 
Belfast.  Over the course of the first six Game of Thrones series, 
some £146m of economic activity was generated for the local 
economy, with 900 full-time and 5,700 part-time jobs created.  

Additional capacity is provided in Belfast by the Linen Mill 
Studios, while a major new development, the Belfast Harbour 
Studios, will open later this year.  The Harbour Studios will be a 
central part of a ‘Cleantech Hub’ for high-tech businesses at the 
North Foreshore in Belfast.  

Studio capacity expansion in and around Belfast has been 
supported by Northern Ireland Screen, a government-supported 
agency promoting the film industry.  CEO Richard Williams 

says: ‘It is well known within the global screen industry that the 
demand for studio space currently outstrips supply in the UK.

‘We are delighted that the proposed new sound stages 
on the North Foreshore are going ahead and with our recent 
successful track record in attracting large-scale film and television 
production to Northern Ireland, we remain convinced that more 
screen production will be forthcoming once the infrastructure 
becomes available.’

Dr Colm Murphy of Ulster University led a research project, 
the Honeycomb Creative Works programme, examining the 
state of the industry on the island of Ireland.   ‘In terms of studio 
capacity, within a 20-mile radius of Belfast by the end of this year 
there should be seven sound stages,’ he explains.  ‘That would 
be the heaviest concentration in Europe.  That should provide 
an enormous extra capacity.  A lot of that will replace the use 
of warehouses and so on.  The Fall was filmed in a converted 
warehouse, which was not ideal.

‘Quite a lot of old factories are being used at the moment 
in the greater Dublin area,’ he adds.  ‘Those spaces are coming 
back under pressure with economic growth, so they may be 
used for housing or their original purpose of warehousing or 
manufacturing.  Production companies would much prefer to be 
in purpose-built facilities.’

It is not just the need to increase capacity that is driving the 
construction of new studios.  Murphy says producers want very 
modern infrastructure.  ‘The biggest production cost is energy, 
particularly lighting – 80% of cost will be lighting.  Modern  
studios mean lower costs.’ »

◄▼ Playing the game 
A Game of Thrones fan 
takes a selfie beside a 
plaque at Ballintoy Harbour  
in County Antrim (left), 
where part of the series was 
filmed. Meanwhile, more 
Game of Thrones tourists 
take photographs at 
another location, the Dark 
Hedges, also in Antrim
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at the cinema.  That effect has been 
particularly noticeable with Game of 
Thrones, which has generated its own 
mini-industry of guided tours in and 
around County Antrim.  The film sector 
also has a very high multiplier effect 
because of its high use of freelancers.  

According to analysis by IBEC, 
one-and-a-quarter jobs are indirectly 
supported for every person directly 
employed in the industry.  Even better, 
substantial numbers of the people 
working in the industry are well paid – 
with average pay around €37,500.

In part because of this array of 
benefits to the wider economy, both 
jurisdictions provide a range of financial 
incentives.  The Section 481 tax credit 

provides incentives to promote film and TV production in the 
Republic.  This is now worth 32% of eligible expenditure in Ireland, 
which rose from 28% last year.  Eligibility criteria were broadened 
last year and the system made more flexible.

Financial incentives in the North are generous for children’s 
programming, in particular.  Since April 2015, a children’s 
television tax relief has been available in Northern Ireland 
and the rest of the UK.  These apply to animation and 
high-end children’s TV programming, at a rate of 25% on 
enhanceable expenditure. 

‘That is phenomenal,’ says Murphy.  ‘The Northern Irish 
animation market has really been bolstered from a very low base 
because of the very generous financial incentives.’

Deloitte reports that creative industries’ tax reliefs have been 
responsible for attracting £1.5bn of overseas investment into 
the UK, with every pound of film tax relief generating £12.49 of 
economic activity.  

The complexity of film financing means that recruiting 
excellent finance professionals is of crucial importance to 
production companies.  ‘Accountants are important for a number 
of reasons,’ explains Murphy.  

‘The people who tend to be running these companies are 
creatives, so finance is not always their core area.  So they rely 
very heavily on accountants who understand those realities and 
can raise funds for them and that raises credibility for them.  

‘In the South they are better at co-productions, drawing in 
finance from five, six or seven different financiers.  You do need 
some very talented accountants to bring them in and then make 
sure everyone is paid what they are supposed to be paid.  It is 
very sophisticated in the South – much more sophisticated than 
in the North, which tends to be much more straightforward.’

Accountancy, then, sits at the heart of one of the most 
technologically developed and fast-moving industries.  It is a 
sector that seems set to grow much larger and which is likely to 
play an ever more important role in the Irish economy. ■

Paul Gosling, journalist

Ireland is also benefiting from the 
clustering effect – the more studios 
there are and the more films they 
attract, the stronger the skills base 
and the local business support sector.  
These, in turn, are being reinforced and 
renewed through the specialist support 
of some schools.

‘Northern Ireland has a competitive 
advantage because 43 secondary 
schools are teaching moving arts, the 
highest concentration in Europe,’ says 
Murphy.  ‘So that feeds into the next 
layer in colleges and universities.  From 
a very early age, [pupils] have an interest 
in the area and that feeds through at 
college and university.  This helps to 
produce young people in the sector.’

With Dublin and Belfast just a relatively short drive apart, the 
two cities are supporting each other.  ‘There are a lot of skills 
going both ways,’ explains Murphy.  ‘It is only two hours between 
Belfast and Dublin, which is nothing in terms of the film industry 
in Europe.  At the moment it is very balanced between the two 
locations, but if the UK in the future does not see it as a key 
industry then you could see a gap opening up between the two.’

Murphy believes that the approach of the UK and Northern 
Ireland administrations as they head towards Brexit will be crucial 
in determining the health of the industry in the North.  The risk is 
that the sector may become marginalised and seen, post-Brexit, 
as less important than manufacturing industries.  However, the 
big consumption markets for film and TV – the largest is the 
United States and the second largest is Asia – will be targets for 
UK exports after leaving the EU.

One of the big strengths of the film industry, as far as 
governments are concerned, is the high level of spin-off benefits.  
The Creative Capital report suggests that 18% of visitors to 
Ireland are here because they have seen the island on TV or 

Over the course 
of the first six 

Game of Thrones 
series, £146m of 

economic activity 
was generated for 
the local economy

▼ Starstruck
A pub owner displays a 
T-shirt made in celebration 
of the Star Wars cast and 
crew filming near the town 
of Ballyferriter in western 
Ireland 
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Has GDP had its day?
Peter Williams assesses the relevance of traditional measures such as GDP in the 
monitoring of knowledge-based, service-led economies like Ireland’s

Perhaps it’s time to take macro-
economic number crunching away from 
economists. The episode of the hike in 
Irish GDP to 26.3% in 2015 might have 
been technically accurate but everyone 
in Ireland – including the Central 
Statistics Office (CSO) – knew it was 
meaningless. The tweet from American 
Nobel laureate Paul Krugman headlined 
‘Leprechaun economics’ turned the 
statistical oddity into an unhelpful 
global news story. 

The CSO said a small economy had 
suddenly acquired a big increase in 
assets, and once that was understood the 
numbers were believable. And Krugman 
went on to explain that a handful of tech 
companies had relocated intellectual 
property, while an aircraft leasing firm had 
landed its balance sheet in the country 

– dragging billions of capital assets to 
Ireland and boosting the measurable level 
of investment. So the true GDP figure was 
a healthy/sensible/impressive… well, who 
knows, because the really memorable 
figure was the ridiculous one that GDP was 
up by a quarter. It is not just a silly story, 
there are consequences from this flip-
flopping: hard decisions are based on that 
official GDP figure.

It is perhaps no surprise that the 
‘handful of companies’ included Apple. 
If the European Union ruling on Apple 
sticks then that economic activity should 
form part of Irish GDP. So the European 
Commission’s statistics agency could 
be even now sharpening its pencil to 
recalculate GDP going back several years. 
If that happens, Seamus Coffey, lecturer 
in economics at University College Cork, 

reckons previous GDP shrinkages and 
standstills in 2011 and 2012 could, at 
a stroke of a pen, be transformed into 
growth to die for of 6–8%. Which will 
presumably make everyone reassess 
the various tough economic and fiscal 
measures implemented at the time.

If you are measuring something as 
important as the economy with a tool 
that is as flawed, blunt and crass as GDP 
appears to be, there is a limit on how good 
the outcome could be. GDP may have 
been an acceptable rule of thumb when 
economies consisted of stuff you grew or 
hewed out of the ground. The emergence 
of a global, service-led, knowledge 
economy is not well served by a measure 
invented in the 1930s for an economic 
system that has changed substantially. 

GDP has been compared to a 
speedometer in a car by the World 
Economic Forum (WEF), but drivers need 
more – they need to be sure they are 
travelling in the right direction and that 
the vehicle is not about to overheat. In 
today’s society we should be looking 
towards a more encompassing measure 
of economic activity. For instance, the 
WEF has a 12-pillar model for measuring 
global competitiveness, which includes 
innovation, education and health, and 
labour productivity. 

In the summer ACCA revealed research 
results that showed what makes a perfect 
professional. It called out seven attributes – 
intellect, creativity, emotional intelligence, 
vision, experience, technical skills and a 
mastery of the digital – all of which could 
be used to produce a recalibrated toolkit 
to measure the economy. 

Accountants are involved in the 
production, verification, distribution 
and analysis of accounting information 
for commercial, financial and public 
entities, which together make up the 
economic output of a country. So why 
stop at the entity level? Perhaps now is 
the time for Irish finance professionals to 
show leadership, using their knowledge 
and experience to work up some key 
performance indicators which give a true 
and fair picture of the nation’s progress. ■

Peter Williams is an 
accountant and journalist
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Close, but no cigar
While Marks and Spencer’s annual report wins plaudits for transparency and instilling 
public trust, it still has some way to go to satisfy investors’ questions

Pity the judges of the Building Public 
Trust in Corporate Reporting Awards, a 
UK event that professional services firm 
PwC has been organising for 14 years.

The challenge raises all the issues that 
companies have to grapple with in 21st 
century reporting. Concerned parties 
are not just the reporting company’s 
shareholders, but its employees, suppliers 
and society. Subjects that must be 
covered are not just how profit was made 
or lost, but sustainability, governance 
and incentives, community spirit and 
integrity of reporting – somehow finding a 
coherent and consistent thread that runs 
through it all. 

So the winner of the FTSE 100 award 
for excellence in reporting, Marks and 
Spencer Group, no doubt won credit 
for its 104 commitments under its plan 
A, which covers everything from charity 
work to ethical sourcing. It also managed 
to tabulate board activities and avoid 
paying its (outgoing) chief executive an 
embarrassing amount (about £2m).

And its annual report can be officially 
lauded as ‘integrated’ in accordance with 
the International Integrated Reporting 
Council’s framework. The result of this 
is a rather busy diagram illustrating 
‘connected value’, splicing financial, 
non-financial and strategic objectives with 
a business model that includes ‘listen & 
respond’ and ‘serve & engage’. 

The danger is that in trying to get the 
narrative right for a variety of audiences, 
the company’s efforts to tackle operating 
weaknesses and longer-term challenges 
to its business model get buried. M&S 
describes its mixed performance – food 
good, clothes still a problem – clearly 
enough, but the £200m gap between 
‘underlying profit before tax’ and the 
statutory number sent me scurrying to 
the financial statements – and an auditor’s 
report that had ‘presentation of non-
GAAP measures’ as its first key risk. 

With 10 ‘adjustments’, all but two of 
which counted out losses, it was difficult 
to have complete trust in the picture the 
M&S report was painting of corporate 
performance. Yes, M&S deserves plaudits 

for its transparency, but that is not enough 
to gain the trust of investors, who are 
supposed to be the primary audience. 
Investors are worried about a margin 
squeeze in a business where sales are flat. 
Their time might be better spent visiting 
M&S stores to see if the clothing aisles are 
busy, or pondering the trade-offs between 
price cuts and better staff pay and greater 
ethical demands on suppliers. Not to 
mention whether the rather large defined 
benefit pension fund can stay in surplus.

The award covered communications 
beyond the annual report, and in 
September M&S did produce reassurance 
– the base camp for trust – that it is 
grasping nettles. A couple of short 
and sharp announcements, on head 
office job cuts and rationalising pay and 
pensions, provided evidence that the new 

chief executive, Steve Rowe, is indeed 
simplifying the business.

The other quoted company winner, 
Great Portland Estates, is smaller and 
simpler. Its annual report spells out its 
focus on London commercial property 
and stresses efforts to strengthen the 
balance sheet after a long upswing in 
the market. So we trust it to be better 
prepared for a downturn than it might 
otherwise have been. But then there’s 
‘events’. For Great Portland, and other 
London property developers, the great 
event has been Brexit and the uncertainty 
that this vote has cast over London’s 
future as an international hub. Property 
is a cyclical business and downturns put 
fine words to the test. It is Great Portland’s 
financial position that gives us some 
reason to trust its resilience. ■

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA 
UK and serves on the Audit 

and Assurance Council of the 
Financial Reporting Council
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Fit for a fintech future
Tech and finance have combined seamlessly. Professional accountants must have the skills 
to understand the transformative power of fintech, says ACCA president Brian McEnery

You only have to look at one financial 
sector to see the fintech transformation 
– banking. Most banks now have online 
services, and some have moved from the 
bricks-and-clicks model – bank branches 
plus online banking – to just the clicks.

Of course, fintech’s rise is not confined 
to banking services – it covers a wide 
swathe from lending and financial advice 
to foreign exchange and payments. And 
it’s proving truly transformative – hence 
the title of our new report, Fintech – 
transforming finance (see page 38), 
which asks where and what next for the 
accountancy profession and fintech.

Getting to grips with fintech is a 
must. The ability to manage and use it is 
increasingly important; having the skills to 
understand its transformative powers is 
essential. We accountants need to invest 
in our own digital quotient. We need to 
nurture our awareness and application 
of existing and emerging digital 
technologies, capabilities, practices, 
strategies and cultures. 

This digital quotient is a necessity 
because, as we point out in our report, 
Professional accountants – the future,  
managing the regulatory, tax and financial 
implications of the fintech surge offers 
many opportunities. 

We must also be able to manage the 
disruption fintech causes – the relatively 
new developments of bitcoin and 
blockchain remain somewhat untrusted. 

Fintech has fallen foul of shocks, too, 

highlighting the inherent risks. UK-based 
Powa Technologies, an e-commerce firm 
that was valued at US$2.7bn, went into 
administration in February. At P2P lending 
firm Lending Club, which managed 
US$1.15bn-worth of funds as of December 
2015, the resignation of the CEO over 
alleged internal mismanagement of loans 
has highlighted the importance of sound 
financial management practices. 

Our value comes in providing 
sound analysis on fintech and future 
developments, from the regulatory 
landscape to raising capital, and playing 
an important part in valuations, especially 
for startups and entrepreneurs. 

Fintech will remain a part of our 
economies and societies, and our role 
is intrinsically linked to it. Developments 
will place greater emphasis on the 

need for forward-thinking professional 
accountants, equipped with strong 
digital understanding and vision to 
guide firms through what lies ahead. Our 
technological and digital abilities are 
already much in demand, and I see  
a future where they will be needed  
even more. ■

Brian McEnery is a partner specialising in 
corporate restructuring and healthcare 
consulting at BDO Ireland

Developments 
will place more 
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the need for 
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accountants with 
vision and digital 

understanding 

For more information:

Read FinTech – transforming 
finance at accaglobal.com/fin-tech

Read Professional accountants – the 
future at accaglobal.com/thefuture
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The view from
Dermot Madden FCCA, forensic accountant, CRO, Dublin, 
and secretary of the ACCA Practitioners’ Panel

As a professional forensic accountant 
with the Companies Registration Offi ce, 
my role has a number of elements. 
These include the fi nancial management 
function, risk management, and being 
accounting and auditing technical adviser 
to the registrar and her staff.

I fi nd it particularly rewarding to 
contribute to an offi ce that plays such 
an important role nationally. At a time 
when enterprise and job creation are 
extremely important, the CRO ensures 
the fi nancial lifecycle history of companies 
is registered and made available to the 
public for the benefi t of the public and 
the greater economy. 

I’ve worked for 36 years in the public 
service. I started as an executive offi cer in 

the Offi ce of the Comptroller and Auditor 
General when I had just turned 17, and 
was appointed corporation tax inspector in 
Revenue when I was 24. Throughout that 
time, I’ve worked with distinguished public 
servants whose commitment to public 
service always greatly impressed me.  

The public service has been good to 
me over this time, particularly in terms 
of supporting my third-level education. 
That began with my BComm, which I 
completed at night, and was followed 
by other qualifi cations in taxation and 
fi nancial accounting and insolvency. I am 
one of the last people who completed 
the old Commission examinations of the 
Revenue Commissioners. They took fi ve 
years to complete, and the pass mark in 
each of the 15 exam papers was 70%!

The work of a forensic accountant is 
extremely rewarding. Through it, I have 
gained the most exclusive, extensive and 
varied experience. As a tax inspector, I took 
my own appeal cases in the circuit court. 

Being a member of ACCA has been 
very important to me. It proved very 
benefi cial to my career from the time I fi rst 
registered as a student in 1986. I chose 
ACCA as I believed – and still believe – it 
is the preferred accountancy qualifi cation 
in the public sector. It is also a truly global 
qualifi cation, and represents the gold 
standard in terms of syllabus development 
and examination.  

I think it’s important to give something 
back to an organisation that has been 
so good to me. To that end, I have sat 
on the Practitioners’ Panel for a number 
of years and am currently secretary of the 
panel. I am also the Irish representative 
on ACCA’s Global Forum for Business 
Law, which meets in London quarterly. I 
have contributed to articles in the ACCA 
journal Accountancy Futures. I encourage 
all members and students to get involved 
with their body, and to ask themselves not 
what can ACCA do for them, but rather 
what can they do for ACCA. ■

I chose ACCA as 
I believed – and 
still believe – it 
is the preferred 

accountancy 
qualification in 

the public sector

Snapshot: 
corporate treasury
Corporate treasurers assess and 
manage fi nancial risk within their 
organisations. Today’s currency 
volatility is part of their daily job. 
With risk cycles getting shorter, 
however, the onus falls on them 
to ensure treasury functions are 
equipped to handle the demands 
of complex organisations operating 
across borders. Speed of change 
and the growing number of services 
available are their challenges.

Top among their concerns 
is how technology can help. 
Leveraging best practice might 
mean arguing the business case 
at board level for technological 
investments to improve operational 
performance, such as FX trade 
settlements or visibility on cash, 
across the organisation. Another 
broad theme is  protection, which 
will mean evaluating risk in terms of 
data and cyber-security so that they 
can play an active role formulating 
strategy against breaches or 
mitigating the risk of fraud.

Corporate treasurers are forward-
looking problem solvers. They like a 
strong sense of what technological 
advances will bring. Consultants 
advising them need a strong 
awareness of these issues and will 
be expected to advise on how 
other businesses have approached 
similar situations – is it appropriate 
to be an early adopter or a fast 
follower, for instance? 

Carl Sharman, senior director, 
Deloitte
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Make a name for yourself
In a competitive marketplace, accountancy firms must promote their brand or risk losing 
business to competitors, and digital channels are where the action is happening

Successful firms include advertising and 
social media in their marketing mix to 
protect their market share, generate 
new business and attract talent. 

It can be tempting to view advertising 
as an overhead that does not provide 
immediate, measurable results. But 
deciding not to advertise or engage 
in social media may prove costly in the 
long run, especially if the consequence 
is that your clients perceive that your 
competitors are stronger than you are.

Advertising contributes to the 
economy by driving demand, spreading 
innovation and encouraging competition. 
A 2013 Deloitte study on behalf of 
Core Media estimated that every €1 of 
advertising expenditure generates €5.7 on 
average for the Irish economy. 

Paid advertising
When accountancy firms advertise, 
it’s usually for one of three reasons: to 
persuade someone to buy their services, 
to create awareness of their brand or to 
recruit talent.

Until relatively recently, the main 
advertising channels were print, direct 
mail, sponsorship, radio, TV and outdoor. 
Now, internet technologies have added 
to these by opening up easily accessible 
online channels.

In the digital age, visibility matters. 
Existing and potential clients have more 
tools than ever to research your firm and 
competitors. While personal referrals 

continue to be the primary source of 
new business for many accountancy 
firms, growth-focused practices include 
advertising and social media in their 
overall marketing strategy. But, with 
multiple channels to choose from, the 
question that practitioners often face is 
where to begin.

As with any element of marketing your 
firm, it’s important to understand who it 
is you want to target and what you want 
to achieve from a promotion. Helpful 
questions to ask could include:

*  What are you promoting? 

*  Why? 

*  To whom? 

*  What results do you want to achieve? 

*   What is your messaging, design, 
branding, wording? 

*  What is the call to action? 

*  What do your competitors do? 

*  Which are the best channels? 

*  What’s the timing? 

*  What is your budget? 

*  How will you measure success?
There are tools that can help answer these 
questions, but obtaining professional 
advice may save time and money. 

Whatever advertising channels you 
decide to use, it’s important to comply 
with guidelines and legislation.

Patrick Ambrose, author of The Law 
of Advertising in Ireland, says: ‘While, at 
a minimum, it is prudent to comply with 
the code of standards for advertising and 
marketing communications in Ireland 
(7th edition) issued by the Advertising 
Standards Authority for Ireland and the 
general code issued by the Broadcasting 
Authority of Ireland, there may be 

specific laws or general legislation that 
affects your ability to advertise or market 
your product or service. For example, 
where you have obtained contact details 
for a client in the context of the sale 
of a product or service, you may only 
use these details for direct marketing 
if certain conditions are met. These 
conditions are set out on the Data 
Protection Commissioner’s website at 
www.dataprotection.ie. Your professional 
body may also have advertising rules 
that need to be observed when you are 
designing and placing your ads.’

Online advertising
Online ad-spend has grown rapidly. 
An AdEx benchmark study published 
earlier this year by trade association 
the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) 
Europe showed that in 2015, of 27 markets 
surveyed, Ireland had the highest year-on-
year online advertising growth at 29%.

The main types of online advertising 
are paid-for search (gaining website traffic 
by purchasing advertising on search 
engines), display advertising (showing 
online ads to potential customers on 
related web pages), social media ads 
(such as on Facebook) and retargeted ads 
(shown to people who have already shown 
an interest in a similar product or service).

PwC research for IAB Ireland shows 
that paid-for search was the dominant 
digital advertising format in Ireland last 
year, accounting for €176m (52%) of the 
country’s total online ad-spend. Mobile 
advertising showed year-on-year growth 
of 78% and accounted for €141m (41%) of 
total digital ad-spend. 

‘Limited 
investment only 

leads to poor 
content, diluted 

brand and 
message, and lost 

chargeable time’

Digital details

* Growth-focused firms use advertising and social media to keep their brand 
ahead of the competition.

* Paid-for search was the dominant digital advertising format in 2015. 

* Social media can be used to share knowledge, amplify key messages and 
extend reach.

* Sixty-four percent of Irish businesses employing 10 or more people used 
some form of social media in 2015.
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Internal advertising channels
Websites, email, client seminars and 
newsletters provide further opportunities 
to build awareness, and some accountancy 
firms now use blogs and content marketing 
in their overall marketing strategy. 

Dublin firm McInerney Saunders 
has found that investing appropriate 
resources and focusing on quality are the 
keys to success. Susan McKittrick FCCA, 
a partner in the firm, says: ‘Initially we 
fell into the trap of meeting newsletter 
deadlines and getting out content for 
content’s sake. However, this just leads to 
irrelevant and uninteresting information 
being sent out, and ultimately we lost 
subscribers. We now focus on quarterly 
newsletters with relevant content for the 
end-user, which has resulted in much 
better engagement both by contributors 
and readers.

‘Limited investment only leads 
to poor content, diluted brand and 
message, and lost chargeable time when 
a senior staff member has to review the 
resource’s actions.’

Social media
Resources are also a consideration when 
it comes to social media. More firms are 
beginning to engage here because they 
want to be seen to be active on the social 
platforms their clients use.

Eurostat research published by the 
Central Statistics Office last December 
showed that 64% of Irish businesses 
employing 10 or more staff used some 
form of social media in 2015. 

Accountancy firms are setting up 
company profile pages on Facebook and 
LinkedIn, sharing knowledge, ‘listening’ 
to customers and competitors on Twitter, 
and using social channels to amplify their 
key messages. Some firms have extended 
their graduate recruitment activities to 
Snapchat, Youtube and Vimeo, while 
others post infographics on Pinterest.

In a survey of almost 800 accountants 
published by Wolters Kluwer last 
December, 79% reported using social 
media in their professional or personal 
lives, with LinkedIn the most important for 
professional use.

One respondent with a Facebook 
business page who participated in the 
research explained: ‘My business page 
raises my brand awareness, and I do get a 
few new client referrals from it’.

Asked for tips on Twitter, where he 
has been active since June 2013 and 
has a strong following, David Lafferty 
FCCA, of the firm Accountable.ie, 
gives the following suggestions: ‘Don’t 
post personal and family photos or 
information. Follow back and connect to 
people who follow you. Take ownership of 

your posts. Only you or a member of staff 
you can trust to represent you and the 
firm should post to social media.’ 

Accountancy firms want to be where 
their clients are, and new technologies 
are making it easy to connect, but online 
advertising and social media are 24/7 
spaces and come with reputational, 
regulatory, data and technology risks. 
The firms that stand to gain most from 
online promotional activity are those that 
can identify and manage those risks so as 
to take advantage of the opportunities. 
ACCA has developed guidance to help 
with this. ■

Daisy Downes, journalist

For more information:

Deloitte’s study, Advertising: An 
engine for economic growth, is at 

bit.ly/Ad-growth

IAB Europe’s AdEx benchmark 
study is at bit.ly/AdEx-2015

PwC’s IAB research is at 
bit.ly/digi-adspend

ACCA guidance on assessing 
social media risks is at 
bit.ly/ACCA-SocialRisk
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Snapshot: retail

How retailers think about markets 
and customers is undergoing 
radical change. There is a major 
shift away from buying physical 
goods towards buying experiences.

Retailers also face big shifts in 
demand, as highlighted by PwC’s 
annual retail CEO survey. In Europe, 
confi dence has declined in the 
face of economic slowdowns and 
uncertainty around Brexit. In Asia, 
the appetite for luxury goods has 
dwindled due to falls in GDP growth 
and regulatory pressure in China.

Protectionism and trade tariffs 
are a persistent concern. A Trump 
win in the US election could result 
in greater costs, while the UK’s 
departure from the EU would bring 
increased compliance costs even if 
no customs duties were imposed.

The introduction of IFRS 16 
in 2019 is causing some concern, 
with retail CEOs already looking at 
balance-sheet and P&L impacts. 
Those changes, combined with 
new debt deductibility rules 
resulting from anti-tax base erosion 
initiatives, could lead to pockets of 
non-deductible interest on debt.

Data protection and cyber-
security are a key focus in the 
sector. Leveraging  –  and securing 
– vast customer datasets is a 
considerable challenge.

Finance professionals in this 
fast-paced arena need to be highly 
commercially aware, and to blend a 
passion for retail with pragmatism. 

Sue Rissbrook, senior retail and 
consumer partner, PwC

The view from
Tom Connaughton FCCA, group internal auditor, Rehab 
Group, on the challenges facing the charity sector

Within Rehab my work is focused 
on evaluating and improving the 
effectiveness of the organisation’s risk 
management, control and governance. 
Rehab provides community-based services 
across Ireland and overseas, and operates 
social enterprises, and internal audit’s 
activities refl ect that diversity – we have 
projects in fi ve countries this year alone. 

I am a member of the Charities SORP 
Committee. I bring an Irish perspective 
to the committee and present a view 
from preparers of accounts, while trying 
to be mindful of resourcing/knowledge 
constraints on smaller charities.

Stakeholders have clearly been 
demanding more transparency over the 
past two to three years. Rehab’s response 

has been to adopt the Charities SORP, 
which remains voluntary in Ireland, clearly 
setting out our source of funds, spending, 
and the senior staff pay structure.

Longer term, my goal is to be part 
of the development of internal audit 
capacity and knowledge throughout 
the sector. At the moment very few not-
for-profi t organisations have any form of 
internal audit presence. The deployment 
of internal audit services, aligned to 
appropriate governance structures, could 
help many organisations meet changed 
stakeholder expectations and adapt to a 
new regulatory environment.

The consequences of not embracing 
transparency and better governance can 
be very serious. They include reputational 
damage and reduced public support. 
From a fi nancial perspective, organisations 
should be asking not whether they can 
afford to improve governance, but whether 
they can afford not to.

What I fi nd particularly rewarding in 
my role is the diversity of relationships. 
The role also provides an opportunity to 
be a catalyst for change, through making 
recommendations in reports and by 
advising on control and risk management.

The most important business lesson I 
have learned in my career is the effect 
of being honest with people and acting 
with integrity. Even when communicating 
a message that people would ideally 
not want to hear, you have a far higher 
likelihood of a positive response when 
people trust your honesty and integrity. 
An important lesson I learnt when I moved 
to internal audit in the late 1990s was 
the benefi t of listening to people. Many 
people who work day-in and day-out 
operationally will often have detailed 
knowledge or an insight that can be too 
easily overlooked. By listening to people 
at every level of an organisation, an 
internal auditor can understand operations 
and culture better and get to the root 
cause of issues more effectively. ■

Organisations 
should be asking 

not whether 
they can afford 

to improve 
governance, but 

whether they can 
afford not to
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Dirty work
Rubbish collection is a profitable but controversial business, with widespread dumping, 
illegal transfers of waste to the North, and criminal gangs penetrating the sector

Waste management is a business that 
has traditionally failed to engage 
the interest of the public. But it is 
becoming increasingly clear that rich 
rewards indeed can be extracted 
from rubbish. The Irish sector earns 
an impressive estimated €1bn-plus in 
annual revenues, and a clear sign of 
its potential profitability came two 
years ago when Greenstar, one of the 
biggest operators, was bought out of 
receivership by hard-headed US fund 
Cerberus Capital Management. 

There has been a surge of interest in 
the waste business after it became clear 
that many companies collecting domestic 
rubbish were planning to raise their 
charges by up to 75% through a pay-by-
weight system. Such was the anger – not 
to mention fear within government that it 
faced another water charges-type fiasco – 
that the new fees system has been put on 
hold for a year. 

Instead, an agreement between 
housing minister Simon Coveney and 
the Irish Waste Management Association 
(IWMA) – which represents most of the 
large contractors handling domestic waste 
management collection – means there 
will be a trial system. During a transition 
period households will be notified of how 
much they would have been charged for 
their waste had the pay-by-weight system 
been introduced. Those pay-by-weight 
bills will be issued for payment only from 
2 July next year. 

This delay is intended to give 
households the opportunity to adjust to 
this radical change in domestic waste 
management and reduce their rubbish 
accordingly. Coveney told the Dáil that 
most households that change to the pay-
by-weight system prefer it.

‘IWMA members will use the 12-month 
transition period to encourage waste 
prevention and recycling,’ said the 
association in a statement. ‘In parallel, 
IWMA members expect the Department of 
the Environment to provide an informative 
awareness campaign that allows the public 
to understand the need for and benefits of 
the pay-by-weight system.’

The government will review the way 
the system is working before giving the 
final approval for the pay-by-weight 
system to go ahead. It will decide at that 
time whether there should be a regulator 
or a different system of oversight for the 
waste management sector. In another 
concession, most operators in the industry 
have agreed that users of incontinence 
products will not face additional charges 
under the pay-by-weight arrangements.

Safe disposal
It was only in 2011 that Dublin City 
Council privatised its municipal waste 
management service as a response 
to growing losses from unpaid bills. 
Greyhound Recycling became responsible 
for most of the capital’s domestic waste 
collection service following a review 
conducted by EY. Charges were frozen 
for six months, after which Greyhound 
was permitted to raise charges to cover 
its rising landfill levy costs. Under the 
arrangement with Dublin Council, the 
company was also given the job of 
collecting unpaid council waste bills. 

A potential political crisis may have 
been averted for a year, but the sector 
remains a controversial one. For one thing 
concerns have been expressed in the Dáil 
about the level of competition between 
operators. Then there is a fundamental 
contradiction between the adoption of 
the ‘polluter pays’ principle and the need 
for safe disposal of waste – the more 

individuals and businesses are charged for 
legal disposal, the greater the incentive 
for illegal waste dumping. Councillors in 
Cork have expressed the fear that higher 
charges for the collection of domestic 
waste will lead to a significant increase in 
illegal disposal.

Ireland’s Environmental Protection 
Agency believes those concerns are 
overstated. A spokesperson says: ‘In 
2013, the EPA published a research 
report entitled Study of pay-by-use 
systems for maximising waste reduction 
behaviour in Ireland. The study set out 
to evaluate pay-by-use domestic waste 
collection systems in Ireland in terms of 
their impact on waste disposal, recycling 
and, in particular, waste prevention, to 
determine the most effective system or 
system components for maximising waste 
reduction behaviour. The study concluded 
that, in relation to the potential for 
increased illegal dumping from pay-by-
weight systems, there was no evidence 
to support the argument that the system 
encouraged illegal dumping more than 
any other system. 

‘While decisions on national waste 
policy – such as pay-by-weight – are 
a matter for the Department of the 
Environment, any illegal waste disposal 
is a concern, and the EPA continues to 
work with local authorities in investigating 
waste crime and ensuring that those who 
flout environmental laws and damage the 
environment are punished.’ 

The spokesperson adds that the EPA 
operates a 24-hour whistleblowing phone 
line for the public to report instances of 
illegal dumping.

Illegal trade
Despite the findings of the EPA 
research, there is concern that much of 
Ireland’s waste is heading, illegally, into 
Northern Ireland. There is a significant 
difference between the taxes charged 
in the South and those in the North. 
In the Republic, there is a levy of €75 a 
tonne for commercial waste going to 
landfill, in addition to charges imposed 
by waste management operators. In 

‘Someone told me 
that the profits 

from waste crime 
are at the same 

level as those in 
drug crime, yet 

the penalties don’t 
reflect that at all’
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◄ What the tide 
washed in
The sea can also be 
used for illegal waste 
dumping, with the 
rubbish ending up 
being swept back in 
and strewn over coastal 
stretches of the country

Northern Ireland, the landfill tax on inert 
waste – such as construction rubble – is 
just £2.65 a tonne, or £84.40 a tonne on 
active waste. And even these charges 
can be quite easily avoided by the illegal 
dumping of waste, which the evidence 
suggests is a widespread practice.

In 2013 a large illegal waste site was 
located on the outskirts of Derry. An 
official report on the issues raised, written 
by Chris Mills, the former director of the 
Environment Agency Wales (now Natural 
Resources Wales), estimated that the tax 
loss from illegally dumped wasted could 
be £34.6m.

Former Northern Ireland environment 
minister Mark Durkan told Accounting and 
Business: ‘It is clear that illegal dumping 
was prevalent over a number of years. 
There is still a repatriation programme 
going on, with 21 illegal sites across the 
North where waste had come from the 
South. The South is contributing to the 

cost of that repatriation. We are over 
halfway there in terms of the number 
cleared, but we started with the easier 
sites I think. The more complex and more 
expensive sites have yet to be cleared.

‘Some people perhaps thought in the 
past that this type of crime was victimless, 
but you just have to look at the cost to 
the taxpayer for this waste to be disposed 
of legally and properly. We are firmly of 
the view that the polluter should pay. 
Someone told me that the profits from 
waste crime are at the same level as those 
in drug crime, yet the penalties don’t 
reflect that at all.’

Criminal intent
According to the Northern Ireland Audit 
Office there are large illegal dumps in 
every county in the North. It believes that 
the massive profits from illegal waste 
disposal have attracted the interest of 
organised criminal gangs. 

The Criminal Justice Inspection body 
in Northern Ireland reached the same 
conclusion. Its deputy chief inspector 
James Corrigan said: ‘Significant 
organised waste crime has been found to 
exist in Northern Ireland, with criminals, 
and illegal and unscrupulous operators 
making significant profits from waste 
crime and illegal waste disposal. These 
activities mean legitimate businesses 
cannot compete as their costs are 
undercut by criminals who do not see 
enforcement action as a deterrent.’

There is a risk that those involved in 
waste fraud may need to underreport 
earnings or profits, and would therefore 
also be involved in money laundering. 
Accountants and other professionals 
should keep their eyes open to ensure 
that they are not assisting these 
illegal activities. ■

Paul Gosling, journalist 
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Budget 2017: first look
Brexit, the Apple tax ruling and global economic uncertainty have combined to create a 
challenging backdrop to this year’s tax and spending plans

The least surprising budget ever? 
Hardly. But so much of Budget 2017 
was either leaked to the media or 
disclosed by the government in 
advance that there may have been little 
point watching finance minister Michael 
Noonan deliver his sixth, and possibly 
final, statement.

But this is the era of ‘new politics’ in 
Ireland, and the formation of budgets 
has changed fundamentally. No longer 
are key decisions announced with 
fanfare on the day, taking politicians 
and public by surprise. The process 
of providing the broad parameters of 
the available resources in advance and 
having all spending options scrutinised 
by parliamentary committee may feel 
different, but it is arguably a better way 
to manage an economy. Hence, we had 
been aware for some time of much of 
what Noonan had to say before he stood 
up on 11 October.

The budget was always going to 
contain two key components. The first was 
that €1bn, in the absence of any surprise 
gains, was the amount available for tax 
reductions and spending increases. The 
second was that in part exchange for 
Fianna Fáil’s support of the partnership 
government, that money would be split 
mostly in favour of extra resources for 
additional spending rather than tax cuts. 
Once that had been agreed there was 
going to be been very little room for 
manoeuvre this year. 

In the run-up to the budget, a person 
familiar with the government’s thinking 
told me that the options for any dramatic 
alteration to what was planned were 
constrained by both the figure and the 
way it was to be divided up. That meant, 
in terms of giveaways, that the budget 
would not add up to much and would 
involve minor bits of tinkering around the 
edges to create the impression of activity, 
but at very little actual cost (so cutting 
deposit interest retention tax on savings 
was being considered). The source 
compared it to the 2014 UK budget under 
former chancellor George Osborne – the 
one that gave the impression of including 

a little something for everyone, which was 
received favourably.

Noonan certainly seems to be 
following that course. Minor reductions 
in the lower universal social charge rates, 
some increases in social welfare, mostly 
for pensioners – these are the popular 
things expected in a budget, along with 
extra resources for key government 
departments and a restoration of some 
of the pay cuts for public-sector workers 
that were imposed during the economic 
crisis. In the absence of major tax-raising 
choices, that doesn’t leave much change 
out of €1bn for anything else. 

Missing vision
What Budget 2017 was lacking was 
a vision for the economy. Perhaps 
that is not surprising given how long 
it took to form a government, but 
the administration has become very 
inward looking, focusing on keeping 
independents on board with its plans. 

As a result, one of the conversations 
missing in the run-up to this year’s budget 
was about what it would do for businesses 
and entrepreneurs. Much was promised 
in 2015 that failed to turn up, something 
that has bitterly hurt so many people 
I’ve spoken to in the past year. There 
will be some progress this year, with 
another reduction in capital gains tax and 
measures to bring the treatment of the 
self-employed into line with PAYE workers.

Where, though, does the economy fit 

in all of this? This is a particular concern, 
in light of the challenges thrown up 
by Britain’s shock decision to quit the 
European Union. Having spent an election 
campaign highlighting the economic 
recovery, the government has done 
little since to give the appearance of a 
long-term plan to maintain and grow 
the improvement.

Brexit, as bad as I believe it is for the 
Irish economy, does create opportunities. 
There will at some point be a flight of 
investment from the UK and there is no 
reason why Ireland shouldn’t attract its 
share of it. That requires planning. We 
need everyone from the IDA Ireland to 
the Central Bank on the same page. If 
there are financial services jobs to be 
won, regulators will need to approve their 
applications swiftly. We also require the 
infrastructure to support investment to be 
planned in advance. 

I’m told much of the consideration 
of the budget over the summer was to 
ensure that it would be Brexit-proof. And 
it should be pointed out that the Irish 
state’s response to the uncertainty caused 
by June’s referendum outcome has been 
much more coherent and coordinated 
than that of the British government. 

Alongside the Brexit bombshell was 
a potentially similar-sized landmine in 
the shape of the European Commission’s 
decision to hammer Apple for receiving 
favourable tax arrangements and order 
the state to collect €13bn in back tax. The 
ruling may be now subject to an appeal 
to the European courts, but its potential 
damage to the state’s international 
reputation required action.

The Apple tax ruling stands alongside 
the issue of avoidance by the property 
sector, with claims that Section 110 of 
the Taxes Consolidation Act has been 
abused by investment funds to cut 
their tax bill to just hundreds of euros. 
That has consequences. How much 
worse off the property market would 
have been without these international 
investors coming to Ireland from 2011 
onwards is a valid question. Cracking 
down on avoidance schemes may be the 

Much of the 
consideration 
of the budget 

over the summer 
was to ensure 

that it would be 
Brexit-proof
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price of repairing our reputation.
One government adviser who spoke 

to me over the summer about the 
implications of drawing up a budget in 
the current political climate explained 
what a diffi cult experience it had been. 
What everyone was keen to avoid was 

doing anything that would cause further 
uncertainty for the economy. Would the 
minority government survive more than 
one budget? Would it even agree the 
budget without the loss of one or two 
members? That is the reality that has set 
in since February’s election. Everything 

has become fragile. The best advice, the 
person said, was to do no harm. It’s not a 
particularly bad sentiment. Just one lacking 
in the vision needed for the economy. ■

Ian Guider is markets editor of The 
Sunday Business Post

Budget 2017 – key points

* Interest relief for landlords increased to 80% and full 100% to be restored over 
number of years.

* Earned Income Tax Credit increased to €950. 

* An 11% rise in inheritance tax threshold to €310,000 for parents leaving assets 
to children and a 10% increase in other categories. 

* Capital Acquisitions Tax on gifts from parents to children up €30,000 to €310,000.

* A help-to-buy scheme for first-time buyers with a 5% PAYE rebate of up to 
€20,000 over four years on new homes worth up to €600,000. 

* Home Renovation Incentive Scheme extended by two years to the end of 2018.

* Three rates of Universal Social Charge to be reduced: 1% to 0.5%, 3% to 2.5%, 
and 5.5% to 5%. Ceiling on 2.5 % rate increased from €18,688 to €18,772. Aim is 
to eliminate USC over time.

* Sugar-sweetened drinks tax to be introduced in 2018.

* Farmers in exceptionally poor years to pay tax due on a current year basis.

*. Rent-a-room scheme up by further €2,000 to €14,000 per annum.

*. Reduced VAT rate of 9% for tourism and hospitality industry to stay this year.

*. Low-cost, highly flexible loan fund for farmers.

*. €1,270 income tax credit for fishermen.

* Corporation tax to stay at 12.5%.

*. Revenue to be given additional resources in light of UK Brexit vote, with 50 
extra staff to raise €50 million. 
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Bots of interest
A recent Deloitte survey reveals a sharp increase in the number of shared services and 
global business services organisations investigating robotics process automation

They already walk among us…

Robotics process automation (RPA) is now a viable, 
proven solution for shared services and global business 
services, according to Deloitte’s online survey. 

9% of respondents have already implemented RPA

76% plan to investigate the technology in the coming year

How much process re-engineering?

Few respondents thought RPA could be successfully 
implemented without a greater or lesser degree of 
re-engineering of existing processes in the business.

Ushering in the digital workforce

Asked how they viewed RPA, most respondents saw it as a digital workforce enabler 
– but over half thought artifi cial intelligence and cognitive tech would deliver more.

Will it pay?

Every respondent who had 
implemented or piloted 
RPA (and a majority of the 
rest) was confi dent it would 
deliver fi nancial benefi ts.

For more information:

Download the report The robots are here: Meet your 
digital workforce at bit.ly/Deloitte-RPA

■ Not sure what will be needed   ■ None unless 
absolutely required   ■ Tweaks only   ■ Re-engineering 
only if signifi cant benefi t     ■ End-to-end/signifi cant

RPA-aware
RPA investigators

RPA pilots
RPA implementers

A fad that will disappear in a few years

A pure tech implementation

A systems upgrade stop-gap

A useful tool, but cognitive/AI will be the big prize

An operating model that will enable a digital workforce

2%

14%

18%

51%

65%

5%

63%
82%

100%
100%

8%

36%39%

12%
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The ‘merry’ science?
Policymakers and companies want to explore what really makes us tick. As a result, 
understanding happiness will be at the heart of economics in the future 

money in a host of ways. Does income matter in absolute terms, 
with diminishing returns below a certain point? Is it the change 
in income that is important, with stagnation or decline making 
people unhappy at even high levels of earnings? Or is it relative 
income, with the material progress of your neighbours or the rest 
of society being the crucial determinant? Finally, is it net wealth, 
rather than income per se, that is key? 

As yet, there is no full consensus on these questions. But there 
are issues on which many economists now agree. The research of  
Deaton and psychologist Daniel Kahneman suggests money stops 
producing additional gains in day-to-day happiness after about 
US$75,000 a year in the US – roughly sufficient for a secure life. 
Still, there are also indications that people continue to rate their 
overall life satisfaction higher as their income continues to climb. 

Relative values
There is also strong evidence that relative wealth is important. A 
recent study allocated an average of US$357 each to around 500 
lucky ‘lottery’ winners in rural Kenya, enough to almost double the 
wealth of the average villager. By using a range of clinical tests, 
the study showed lower levels of stress and depression among the 
winners. Sadly, this only lasted about six months and was matched 
with a corresponding rise in cortisol, a stress hormone, among 
non-winners, presumably envious at their neighbours’ windfall.

Other research suggests that more extreme levels of 
inequality can also reduce happiness. A rise in incomes of 
the top 1% of earners can depress life satisfaction in the rest 
of society, even when household incomes and GDP remain 

constant, says Jan-Emmanuel De 
Neve, an Oxford University academic 
and co-author of this study: ‘We knew 
that human wellbeing is sensitive to 
relative standing or rank but we have 
underestimated the importance of the 
range of the income distribution which 
is getting extended as the top tier 
races ahead.’ 

Moving from individuals to 
countries, the controversy is even 
greater. University of Pennsylvania 
economists Betsey Stevenson and 
Justin Wolfers have disputed the 
Easterlin paradox, using survey data 
to show a reliable increase in life 
satisfaction as nations grow richer, 
with no limit in sight so far. 

It is getting harder to accuse economics of being ‘the 
dismal science’. With every passing year, the discipline 
is taking an increasing interest in hedonics – the study 

of what makes us cheerful and fulfilled. The rising status of 
hedonics was underlined when Angus Deaton, an economist 
and leading happiness researcher, became the most recent 
recipient of the Nobel Memorial Prize for Economic Sciences. 

Governments are also throwing their weight behind the 
trend. France and the UK have both started collecting data 
on wellbeing, while earlier this year the United Arab Emirates 
appointed a minister for happiness.

So why is this discipline growing so fast? What has it taught 
us so far? And what does the future hold for practitioners of this 
ever more ‘sentimental’ science? 

Although economists are exploring a range of factors that 
affect our mood, the most basic debate has been over whether 
money makes us happy – and if so, when, how and why? 

The issue was identified in passing by the field’s founding 
father Adam Smith, who believed that the notion that wealth 
created happiness was an illusion, albeit a helpful one. Writing in 
1759 he argued that: ‘The pleasures of wealth and greatness strike 
the imagination as something grand and beautiful and noble, of 
which the attainment is well worth all the toil and anxiety which we 
are so apt to bestow upon it. It is this deception which rouses and 
keeps in continual motion the industry of mankind.’ 

The question was only picked up again in earnest in the 1970s 
by Richard Easterlin, professor of economics at the University 
of Southern California. He concluded that at a national level 
happiness does not increase with 
wealth once basic needs are fulfilled, 
a phenomenon that has come to be 
known as the Easterlin paradox. 

More recently, economists have 
been breaking down this question 
into its various sub-components. ‘The 
issue itself has sometimes been hard to 
pin down,’ says Paul Zak, professor of 
neuroeconomics at Claremont Graduate 
University in Southern California. ‘For 
a start, we can try to measure different 
dimensions of happiness – day-to-
day sentiment, an overall sense of life 
satisfaction, or a sense of purpose, 
what the Greeks called “eudaimonia”.’ 
In addition, it is possible to link either 
of these dimensions of wellbeing to 

‘We found that 
spending money 
on other people 

and experiences, 
over possessions, 

tended to make 
people happier’
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An additional wrinkle in the debate is that it appears to matter 
not just how much money you have, but how you use it. ‘We found 
that spending on other people and experiences, over possessions, 
tended to make people happier,’ says Michael Norton, a professor 
at Harvard Business School and co-author of Happy Money: The 
New Science of Happier Spending. ‘Your decisions are crucial in 
determining how much satisfaction you get from your cash.’ 

All the rage
So why has this study become all the rage among economists? 
Richard Layard, a professor at the London School of Economics 
and one of the creators of the World Happiness Report, believes 
that policymakers have increasingly seen the appeal of this 
approach. ‘In the end what really matters is the quality of life as 
people experience it,’ he says. ‘We believe this should become 
the acid test for public policy. But wellbeing also matters because 
it affects productivity – the best places to work also experience the 
biggest rises in share price. So it’s a win-win approach.’ 

Ecologically minded policymakers have been especially keen 
on hedonics. An economic model based on the assumption that 
‘more is better’ may ultimately place unsustainable demands on 
the world’s natural resources. Finally, the discipline may be getting 
a push from recent lower levels of growth around the world. 

‘The financial crisis got some countries to measure things 
other than GDP,’ says Dan Ariely, professor of behavioural 

economics at Duke University and author of The Honest Truth 
about Dishonesty. ‘If GDP growth is weak, why not measure 
something that makes us look a little better, like happiness.’

The techniques of economists are also becoming more 
futuristic. For much of the history of economics, academics simply 
assumed they knew why people made decisions. From the 1990s, 
behavioural economists have proved through experiments that 
human decision making was less rational than previously thought – 
with predictable irrationality, as Ariely has put it. 

Increasingly, economists are moving beyond self-reported 
surveys to biological data, as in the Kenyan study. Claremont’s 
Zak has even set up a monitoring company, ZESTxLabs, which 
allows companies to measure the minute-by-minute response of 
potential customers to their products by collecting gigabytes of 
data from sensors on the head, torso and fingers. 

‘As the cost of such technology falls, it is likely to be used 
more and more by policymakers and companies who want to 
understand what really makes us tick,’ Zak says. ‘This will be at 
the heart of economics in future.’ ■

Christopher Fitzgerald and Fernando Florez, journalists

For more information:

Find the World Happiness Report at bit.ly/1O1QJnz
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Shaking things upShaking things up
The traditional world of banking is undergoing a revolution propelled by technology, in 
which smaller, more agile rivals are forcing the big banks to react

founded in 2012 – made loans of US$24m in year one, US$538m 
in year two, and US$2.3bn in year three. In January 2016 it was 
valued at US$18.5bn. 

Fintech activity is taking place around the world, particularly in 
the US and Asia. London has also built a reputation as a thriving 
fi ntech hub, aided by the city’s status as a global fi nancial centre 
and the UK’s willingness to adopt new technology. The Brexit 
vote has triggered some questions as to what the future holds, 
however. Two key factors will be companies’ ability to recruit the 
talent they need and the nature of the regulatory framework in 
which they will have to operate. For example, the possible loss 
of passporting rights – permission for fi ntech fi rms with banking 
licences to operate across EU borders – is a concern for those 
operating in multiple European territories.

Banking innovation
New technology is resulting in new banks – startups that can 
make the most of the latest technology and business models. 
For example, open-access platforms allow software developers 

Financial technology (fi ntech) is shaking up the 
established world of fi nancial services. Innovative start-
ups are offering new services, attracting investment, 

growing fast and taking on traditional players. 
Fintech businesses operate across the spectrum of fi nancial 

services. Many fi nance professionals are already benefi ting 
from the tools and applications that are making their mark on 
accounting, such as Xero, a cloud-accounting and reporting 
platform, and Receipt Bank, which enables invoices and receipts 
to be processed via smartphone photos and email. But fi ntech 
covers many more areas, from lending and advice to foreign 
exchange and payments (see box). 

Investment in new fi ntech ventures is growing. According to 
consultancy Accenture, investment in global fi ntech rose by 75% 
in 2015 to US$22.3bn. In 2015, UK companies were involved in 
US$962m of fi ntech investment activity, according to KPMG. 

The fi ntech businesses themselves are expanding rapidly, 
as highlighted in ACCA’s recent report, FinTech – transforming 
fi nance. For example, Lufax – a Chinese peer-to-peer lender 
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What does fintech do?

The fintech sector covers many aspects of financial 
services, including:

* Borrowing money – peer-to-peer lenders such as 
Ledico, Zopa, Prosper and OnDeck connect savers with 
borrowers

* Foreign currency – peer-to-peer money transfer service 
TransferWise is a market leader in foreign currency 
exchange

* International money transfer – innovators include 
Xoom, Azimo and CurrencyFair

* Credit reports – Credit Karma in the UK is challenging 
Experian in the market for personal credit information

* Fraud protection – V-Key provides multi-factor 
authentication payment security solutions for mobile 
applications

* Payments/e-commerce – Klarna is changing internet 
retail with a payment proposition that lets consumers 
receive goods before they pay

* Financial advice – Scalable Capital reduces the costs of 
expensive face-to-face advice by using algorithms to 
make decisions about what to invest in and when

* Insurance – Trōv, an on-demand, app-based insurance 
provider for personal belongings, is part of a growing 
insurance technology (insurtech) sector.  

to create their own apps and straight-through processing for a 
highly automated loan process. The UK has a number of online-
only bank startups, such as Atom Bank, a mobile-app-based 
bank with no call centre or branches. Similarly Tandem Bank 
is committed to creating a mobile app-based retail banking 
proposition that is personalised to help its users identify money-
saving opportunities.  

Fintech doesn’t necessarily spell the end of traditional banks, 
although they do face challenges. Most big banks lack the agility 
of smaller rivals and still rely on outmoded and unwieldy legacy 
IT systems. However, they are trying to adjust to the potential of 
fintech by acquiring challengers or finding ways to collaborate 
with new entrants. Institutions such as Citibank and UBS are 
using a range of techniques to engage with fintech startups. 
Innovation labs, challenge prizes, venture funds, accelerators 
and workspace hubs have been launched around the world in 
attempts to attract and nurture talent and tap into emerging 
‘big ideas’. There are benefits both for the big banks and 
fintech entrepreneurs. As Richard Brown, partner in Santander 
InnoVentures, a fintech-focused investment fund, says: ‘It’s about 
collaboration, learning and spreading an entrepreneurial culture 
in the bank as well as making a financial return. Banks can benefit 
through collaboration. We can bring our huge scale to startups. 
Winning user adoption is a huge challenge for startups.’ 

As traditional banks respond to the challenge posed by 
agile startups, one structural factor working in their favour is 

the mass of legislation that, depending on the jurisdiction, 
limits what new entrants can do. Regulation does evolve, 
of course, so such challenges could ease with time. Some 
countries are supporting innovators, entrepreneurs and the 
banks as they navigate the rules. For example, the Financial 
Conduct Authority in the UK has set up a ‘regulatory sandbox’ 
– a safe space where firms can experiment with new products, 
services and business models without incurring all the normal 
regulatory consequences. The regulatory compliance challenge 
itself creates new technology opportunities. The regulation 
technology (regtech) sector, which provides technology 
solutions to enable better regulatory compliance, is another 
growing area of entrepreneurial activity.

All banks and other financial services entities are likely 
to be affected by the impact of blockchain – the underlying 
distributed ledger technology that underpins bitcoin, the virtual 
currency. Blockchain could become the digital infrastructure 
for everything from processing payments and trading shares 
to verification or land registration. It could transform the way 
in which many financial transactions are conducted, including 
back-office finance functions. A recent study by Autonomous 
Research estimated that within five years, blockchain could 
enable US$16bn of cost savings by simplifying back-office and 
settlement processes.

Opportunity knocks 
Growing sectors such as fintech offer good opportunities 
for professional accountants to help emerging businesses 
meet their regulatory, tax and financial needs. Finance 
professionals also have important roles to play in supporting 
fintech mergers and acquisitions and fundraising activity, 
including stock market listings. These roles require the 
development of specialist business valuation skills. Fintech 
company valuations are based on five, largely intangible 
elements: brand, intellectual property, data assets, client 
numbers and recurring income. Traditional valuation methods 
therefore no longer apply.

Fintech developments will continue to shape traditional 
advisory roles too. Professional accountants need to embrace 
digitisation, using it to help them provide even more insightful 
analysis to help companies grow and understand the value they 
are creating. ‘Fintech frees us up to work on better things,’ says 
Bivek Sharma, head of small business accounting at KPMG. 
‘Accountants are now in the data analytics sphere. We are in 
software procurement. We can help clients with cashflow, with 
funding. We can work with clients so they sell more, and structure 
their business in the best way. We are now free to become 
consultants and FDs.’ ■

Sarah Perrin, journalist

For more information:

See ACCA’s report FinTech – transforming finance at 
accaglobal.com/fin-tech
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Quality control
As mandatory auditor rotation comes into effect in the EU as well as other parts of the 
world, an ACCA study looks at the factors perceived as important to audit quality

* communication between the audit team and 
client management

* the audit partner’s knowledge of the client industry 

* the senior managers’ knowledge of the client industry

* a very knowledgeable audit team

* the audit quality assurance review. 
The study is particularly interesting because it compares the 
perceptions about audit quality from the supply side of the 
equation – auditors – against those that pay for it. As the report 
points out, those supplying the service have far more information 
about audit quality than is available to the purchaser. Of the 
three groups in the study, auditors have the most information 
available to them about audit quality, directors the least, and 
CFOs are somewhere in between.

This is important because it means that the purchasers of 
audit services are essentially doing so on trust; they have only 
limited ability to determine the quality of an audit, both before 
they have bought it and after it is completed. The company 
could well be uncertain that the service they are paying for fully 
meets their needs and would not know if they were overcharged. 

Even so, the report’s authors were surprised to find a high 
level of agreement between the three stakeholder groups on 
what contributes to a high quality audit. ‘We expected the 
directors to be much more concerned about independence than 
the auditors, for example,’ says Nonna Martinov-Bennie, director 
of IGAP and a member of Chartered Accountants Australia and 
New Zealand, who co-authored the report with Paul Taylor, a 
researcher at IGAP. ‘Auditing firms know their personnel whereas 

the directors must, to some extent, put 
their faith in the audit team. It’s logical 
to expect that directors would be 
more concerned about measures that 
increase independence.’

In fact, all three groups ranked 
the competence of the firm and its 
team and the interaction between 
the company and auditor as more 
important than independence. 
Auditors, CFOs and directors ranked 
audit firm size as the most important 
attribute as an indicator of audit quality, 
followed by the level of attention that 
partners and managers paid to the 
audit. The level of communication 
between the audit team and the client 
was also rated as very important by 

High-quality audits are an essential part of business. If 
shareholders, directors, the public and press see the 
audit process as less than rigorous, their confidence in 

the stability of companies – as well as in the audit profession 
– will sink. Every corporate fraud and failure is a threat to this 
fragile balance.

The profession has struggled for years to get across the 
message that audits are not a panacea to cure all ills; even the 
best ones can fail to detect a problem if those preparing the 
accounts are intent on deception. So, more recently – in the 
wake of the financial crisis – regulators and standard setters have 
focused more closely on audit quality as a way of improving 
public confidence in the audit process. This culminated in the 
Framework for Audit Quality released by the International 
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board in 2014.

The framework set out the factors underpinning a high-
quality audit: independence, competence and the interactions 
between the audit firm and company representatives. Of 
these, independence is arguably seen as most critical by 
regulators, resulting in a string of legislation around audit firm 
rotation and partner tenure. 

A new comprehensive study from the ACCA, though, 
shines a light on what company directors see as the most 
important contributors to audit quality. Directors’, CFOs’ and 
auditors’ perceptions of audit quality attributes: a comparative 
study, carried out with the International Governance and 
Performance Research Centre (IGAP) at Macquarie University 
in New South Wales, Australia, looked at how these three 
stakeholder groups assessed and 
understood audit quality – and its 
findings threw up several surprises. 

Information inequality
The study assessed the perceptions of 
directors, CFOs and auditors against 
the relative importance of 10 audit 
quality attributes:

* audit firm size

* the length of the audit 
partners’ tenure

* the provision of non-audit services 
by the audit firm

* the audit firm’s experience of the 
client’s industry

* the audit partner or manager’s 
attention to the audit

‘The participants 
at the focus 

sessions were 
emphatic that 

competence was 
more important 

than the focus on 
independence’
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all three groups. Audit partner tenure, on the other hand, had a 
relatively low importance.

Bigger is better
So why does size matter so much? As part of their study, the 
authors included focus group discussions with representatives 
from each of the groups taking part, and these conversations 
indicate general agreement that larger firms are seen as being 
able to offer better services across a wider range of industries. 
CFOs also argued that Big Four firms carried a level of prestige 
that was important for investor confidence. Auditors taking part 
in the discussion were split, of course, depending on whether 
they worked for a Big Four or second-tier firm.

The importance attached to partner and manager attention 
is an indication of the level of trust and confidence that is 
essential in a good auditor-client relationship. It was of particular 
importance to directors that they had full confidence in the 
senior members of the audit team who were conducting their 
audit. One CFO commented in the focus group discussions that 
a relationship with the audit partner built up over a period of 
time went to ‘the heart of getting a quality job done’, while a 
director added that ‘the more complex the company, the longer 
it takes the partner to be across the job. I don’t think they really 
get across the stride of it until about year three, and by year five 
it’s going really well’.

‘The participants at the focus sessions were emphatic 
that competence was more important than the focus on 
independence,’ Martinov-Bennie says. ‘The fact that longer 
tenure enhances the auditor’s knowledge of the client and its 
industry outweighed, for them, the fact that longer tenure might 

potentially increase familiarity and reduce independence.’ But, 
she adds, she was also left with the impression that although 
the participants felt that independence is important they did 
not really consider it to be an issue: ‘They appeared to agree 
with the auditor who said in one of the focus sessions that 
independence was “a given”.’ 

Company management want to know and trust their auditor 
– and it is clear that they see audit firm and partner rotation as 
getting in the way of that essential relationship. The unanswered 
question is whether shareholders would agree with the other 
groups; Martinov-Bennie’s view is that because shareholders 
generally only have access to publicly available information, ‘it 
is likely that regulatory controls such as limits on audit partner 
tenure may have much greater appeal for them’.

She adds that auditors may well be surprised that directors 
and CFOs would also place a relatively low level of importance 
on regulatory measures such as limits on audit partner tenure 
and mandatory quality reviews. ‘Perhaps the real lesson, however, 
is for the regulators,’ she says. ‘The message is that these 
measures are almost universally not ranked as a high priority, and 
there’s some concern that the excessive focus on compliance 
may in fact have a detrimental effect on audit quality.’ ■

Liz Fisher, journalist

For more information:

Download Directors’, CFOs’ and auditors’ perceptions of 
audit quality attributes: a comparative study at  

bit.ly/acca-percept  
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Delivering on promises
While the adoption of integrated reporting is growing, many potential preparers remain 
unconvinced of the benefits, according to two new ACCA-backed reports 

the business model would be welcomed,’ said the report, ‘and 
this might increase the relevance and usefulness of the six IR 
capitals for investment decision-making purposes to them.’

The report identifies a number of barriers to the wider use of 
IR, including:

* users’ general lack of familiarity with IR

* concerns about the measurability and connectivity of the 
capitals model

* a lack of widespread engagement and discourse around IR.
‘Although an increased number of IR reports from preparers 
may help achieve a critical mass, a more demanding challenge is 
the culture within equity markets and the incentive-led demand 
of equity analysts,’ the report concluded. Its recommendations 
include that more research should be carried out to establish 
the market benefits of IR, and that those already supportive of IR 
should be encouraged to promote its inclusion in client meetings 
and at market events generally.

A second report, Factors affecting preparers’ and auditors’ 
judgements about materiality and conciseness in Integrated 
Reporting, examines emerging practices in the early years of IR 
adoption. Covering reports from 28 countries, it looks at how 
preparers decide what to include and to what extent they are 
transparent about the decision-making process.

The authors – Marvin Wee, Ann Tarca and Lee Krug of the 
University of Western Australia, Walter Aerts of the University of 
Antwerp and Tilburg University, and Penelope Pink and Matthew 
Tilling of BDO in Australia – found that many companies using IR 
had a specific process in place for determining materiality, which 

involved both internal and external 
stakeholders and typically involved 
interviews, surveys and focus groups. 
Generally, companies followed the 
advice of the IR framework, which 
recommends that companies consider 
the magnitude and likelihood of 
occurrence when deciding if something 
is material. Few companies, though, 
described the process of evaluating 
and prioritising items, most likely for 
commercial reasons.

The study found that items that 
appeared in the financial statements 
were more likely to be considered 
material than social or environmental; 
this, the authors argued, is consistent 
with the conventional interpretation 

Integrated reporting (IR) is steadily gaining momentum. 
According to the International Integrated Reporting Council 
(IIRC), more than 1,000 businesses across the world are 

using IR to communicate with their investors, and companies 
listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange in South Africa 
are now in their fourth year of IR since the King report 
recommended that listed companies issue integrated reports.

So now seems like a good time to take stock of the impact 
of IR and assess whether it is delivering the decision-useful 
information that it promises. Two recent and comprehensive 
academic studies, both supported by ACCA, the IIRC and 
the International Association for Accounting Education and 
Research, have done just that.

The first, Meeting users’ information needs: the use and 
usefulness of Integrated Reporting, looks at IR from a demand 
perspective, by directly examining the views of 37 senior capital 
market users of financial information. Overall, the report’s 
authors, Professor Richard Slack of Durham University Business 
School and Professor David Campbell at Newcastle University 
Business School, found ‘mixed views on IR’ among equity market 
participants and other users. ‘There is some, although limited, 
evidence of use and demand [of IR] from buy-side fund managers,’ 
says the report, but mainstream investment fund managers and 
equity analysts on the sell side ‘were not aware of or familiar with 
IR, which was reflected in their current lack of demand for IR and 
their perception that it lacked decision-usefulness.’

Lack of awareness
The authors found that the ‘capitals’ 
model, a fundamental concept within 
the Integrated Reporting Framework, 
which was issued in 2013, was of 
particular concern. The model is 
intended to provide insight about the 
resources and relationships used and 
affected by an organisation, as well as 
the changes in value of capital caused 
by the organisation’s business activities.

The study found a ‘general 
misunderstanding of, and concerns 
expressed about’, the model and the 
authors felt that scepticism about its 
reporting of the six capitals (and a 
lack of a specific reporting template) 
was impeding demand for IR. ‘A more 
focused discussion of strategy linked to 

‘A more 
demanding 

challenge is the 
culture within 

equity markets 
and the incentive-

led demand of 
equity analysts’
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of value as a monetary concept. The report suggests, as ACCA 
chief executive Helen Brand highlights in her introduction, that 
the judgment of professional accountants will become even 
more critical in the future as reporting becomes more multi-
faceted and complex.

Reluctant to get involved
The report’s authors interviewed corporate report preparers in 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, Singapore, 
South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka and the UK. In particular, the 
interviews highlight where there is still work to do in promoting 
IR and in articulating its benefits. While some interviewees were 
positive about their experiences, others were reluctant to get 
involved because the benefits are not entirely clear to them. 
The interviews also suggested that many see IR as a potentially 
expensive activity because of the resources involved and the 
degree of cultural change needed in an organisation, and that it 
is not apparent to everyone where integrated reports fit within 
the various national corporate reporting regulatory frameworks.

That said, The Use and Usefulness of IR is clear that there is 
‘ample evidence’ that the current corporate reporting framework 
is broken. The report explains that the evidence from buy- and 
sell-side analysts is that the cluttered and voluminous format of 
corporate reporting, and the annual report in particular, ‘is of 
increasingly limited use to them as users. Excepting the financial 
statements, much narrative reporting was criticised as being too 
backward-looking and lacking connectivity and measurability.’ 
Instead, there was a clear demand for a reporting culture that 

has an emphasis on the disclosure of material risks and provides 
more information on strategy.

In other words, there is demand for the information that 
IR brings and a momentum for change from the status quo; it 
seems the problem is not that users do not want the information 
that IR provides, but that they are not familiar enough with IR to 
exert the influence that would widen its use.

It is clear from both reports that there still is a lot of work to do 
in raising awareness of IR to the point that equity investors and 
other users begin to demand integrated reports, and corporate 
preparers see the benefits that an IR report can bring. ■

Liz Fisher, journalist

For more information:

Download Meeting users’ information needs: the use 
and usefulness of Integrated Reporting at bit.ly/ACCA-

usefulness-IR 

Download Factors affecting preparers’ and auditors’ 
judgements about materiality and conciseness in 

Integrated Reporting at bit.ly/ACCA-conc-IR

Find out about IIRC’s conference in partnership with 
the International Corporate Governance Network, 

and sponsored by ACCA, on 6-7 December at 
integratedreporting.org
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Career boost
Two very different approaches can help improve your work-life balance, says our 
talent doctor Rob Yeung; plus, how to ace the offi ce party – whatever your agenda

Dr Rob Yeung is an 
organisational psychologist 

and coach at consultancy 
Talentspace 

Talent doctor: work-life balance

What’s your work-life balance like? 
Many people feel that their work 
impinges too heavily upon their lives. 
But research suggests two wildly 
different strategies for creating a 
better relationship with your work.

First, you could try to create a 
clearer separation between the two. 
For example, researcher Brandon Smit 
at Ball State University in the US taught 
employees to spend a few minutes 
at the end of each day writing down 
plans for where, when and how they 
would tackle incomplete goals the 
next day. After monitoring hundreds 
of employees, he found that these 
employees reported being able to 
better detach themselves from their 
work than other employees.

Your second option may be to 
integrate work and life more fully. This 
option may be preferable for many; 
my observation from working with high 
achievers is that the very concept of 
work-life balance presumes that you toil 
mainly to earn money to live off once you 
have fi nished work. The idea of a work-life 
balance implies that work is bad and life is 
good – and that you should minimise the 
impact of the fi rst to enjoy the latter.

I am coaching an entrepreneur who 
sold a business for over £10m shortly after 
he turned 50. After the sale, he initially 
decided to take a few years to travel and 
enjoy life. But within 12 months, he had 
started a new venture, hiring employees 
and raising capital. Creating a product and 
developing a business around it is fun for 

him. Working is part of his identity.
The majority of the most successful 

people I encounter fi nd genuine joy in 
their work. That doesn’t mean they love 
every moment, but for the most part 
they love great chunks of what they do.

So rather than thinking about work-
life balance in terms of separating the 
two, perhaps blend, mix and integrate 
them. Find ways to make your work 
more like the life you already enjoy.

What do you fi nd rewarding, 
absorbing or engaging? Perhaps 
you want to spend more time with 
customers or do the opposite and 
have more time for thinking or 
planning. Maybe you want to move 
away from the numbers to get 
more involved in business strategy, 
marketing, advising and training 
colleagues, or something else entirely.

Then make a plan and implement 
it. Volunteer for the kinds of projects 
you like. Go on courses to boost the 
skills that will allow you to do more 
of what you enjoy. Seek mentors 
and coaches to help you change the 
nature your role. Consider switching 
employers: fi nd a culture or role that is 
more receptive to your needs.

In summary, you do not have to 
let your work dominate your life. 
Either choose to separate them more 
forcefully or integrate your life more 
fully into your work. You will be grateful 
for whatever change you make. ■

For more information:

talentspace.co.uk

@robyeung

A better balance

Watch Dr Rob Yeung 
expand on these themes at 
bit.ly/ACCA-Yeung8
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The perfect: party conduct

As we head into holiday season, it’s time to plan your party strategy. Your definition of perfect 
party conduct will depend very much on the outcome you want to achieve. Ambitious 
individuals may view end-of-year festivities not so much as a chance to let their hair down as 
an opportunity – a kind of promotion-athletics meet.

If you are after some sort of advancement, you’ll want to grab some quality time with 
key stakeholders. In a party context, this really shouldn’t be too challenging. We’re talking 
here about engaging with bosses after all, so you needn’t expect massive competition. 
Remember to plan ahead, identify your target, mug up on their work preoccupations and 
then just wander over and do your thing. Keep things professional, though – have plenty to 
say, but pick their brains. They won’t fail to be flattered.

If your endgame is more to do with the day after – if you see yourself as the next day’s 
amusing but reliable raconteur of all that went on – then you will need to keep your wits 
about you. Fulfilling this role successfully is all about detachment, so don’t cross any lines. 
Don’t worry about coming over as a bit stuck-up. Just remember to laugh loudly at other 
people’s jokes and anecdotes, however thin they may be.

If you see yourself as a workplace social force or feel you 
need to demonstrate leadership, your role is obvious. 

Plan or hire the entertainment, book 
the karaoke machine, allocate 

people into teams for a quiz 
session. Be fun.

If you genuinely want 
to unwind, your game plan 

is straightforward. Do the 
conversational rounds early and 

then duck out in favour of the much 
livelier, and more anonymous, 
event across town.

Top in every way
World-class finance 
organisations perform so much 
better than their peers that 
their operating costs are 42% 
lower and they have 44% fewer 
full-time equivalent (FTE) staff 
members, according to a study.

Strategic consultancy 
the Hackett Group says that 
for a typical company with 
US$10bn in revenue, attaining 
world-class performance 
could deliver up to US$40m in 
potential savings annually. 

According to its study, 
World-Class Performance 
Advantage: Five Imperatives 
for Creating Greater Finance 
Agility in a Digital Age, 
world-class organisations are 
‘continuously building key 
capabilities that enable them to 
deliver services more efficiently 
and effectively while providing 
high-value tools, expertise and 
insights to business leaders’. 

They also re-allocate 
resources from low-value to 
high-value activities, deploy 
digital technology to deliver 
services, use analytics to 
inform decision-making, 
design and deliver services 
around customer experience, 
and invest in reskilling staff. 

According to the report: 
‘Transactional services 
consume the majority of the 
FTEs at peer companies, 
but world-class [finance 
organisations] have been able 
to shift a significant proportion 
of their resources to planning 
and strategy areas.’

Audit’s gender gap
Although women are making 
advances in internal audit 
departments, the profession 
globally suffers from a 
pronounced gender gap.

Men’s continued dominance 
of internal audit is clear from 
a report by the Internal Audit 
Foundation, the not-for-profit 
research arm of the Institute of 
Internal Auditors. 

According to the research, 
Women in Internal Auditing: 
Perspectives from Around the 

World, men account for over 
two-thirds (69%) of chief audit 
executives (CAEs) at publicly 
held companies. They also fill 
most lower-level positions in 
internal audit, except in North 
America where women hold 
51% of non-CAE roles. 

Globally, 33% of directors 
or senior managers, 34% of 
managers and 44% of internal 
audit staff are women.

The research findings 
suggest that female internal 
auditors lack self-confidence 
– women self-assessed 
themselves lower than men 
in 10 core internal audit 
competencies, with the largest 
gaps in business acumen and 
internal audit management.

‘As a global profession, we 
need to continue to enhance 
support of and training for 
women so that they can 
continue to grow their skills 
and assume leadership 
roles,’ said IIA global 

chairman Angela Witzany. 
‘Organisations that value 
gender diversity benefit from a 
range of perspectives that can 
improve their ability to identify 
and address strategic risks.’

Oz CFOs want top job
A fifth of Australian CFOs 
would like to be CEO of the 
organisation they work for, 
research by recruiter Robert 
Half has revealed. Nearly a 
quarter (23%) see their next 
step as holding a similar role 
in a larger organisation, while 
19% want to be the head of a 
department other than finance. 

To progress their careers 
almost half (49%) want 
broader experience within 
their current organisation. A 
similar number (48%) believe 
international experience is key 

to broadening their skillset, 
followed by building strong 
relationships and trust with 
internal stakeholders (43%), 
and managing a major project 
or change programme (39%). 

David Jones, senior 
managing director of Robert 
Half Asia Pacific, said: ‘CFOs 
recognise the importance of 
expanding their experience 
into international markets and 
working for overseas firms. This 
would be mutually beneficial to 
their business and themselves 
as the accelerating pace of 
globalisation and the adoption 
of international accounting and 
financial reporting standards 
are driving demand for senior 
finance professionals with 
international experience.’ ■

Sally Percy, journalist

For more information:

accacareers.com
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The data-driven mirage
Technology can help improve performance but to think that it can replace a sound 
corporate strategy is a dangerous delusion, says Greg Satell

substance: the notion that you can transform a failing media 
company – or any company in any industry for that matter – by 
infusing it with data and algorithms is terribly misguided. While 
technology can certainly improve operational performance, the 
idea that it can replace a sound strategy is a dangerous delusion.

Data downside 
First, let’s take the notion of data-driven content optimisation. 
The basic idea is to mine behavioural data from a company’s 
websites and external providers to predict what customers 
might want to read. Armed with that knowledge, you can place 
the right links in front of the right people, get them to click 
more often and increase the customer base.

Tribune Publishing, an icon of American journalism, 
recently renamed itself Tronc (Tribune Online Content) 
and released a video to show off a new ‘content 

optimisation platform’, which Tronc’s chief technology officer, 
Malcolm CasSelle, claims will be ‘the key to making our 
content really valuable to the broadest possible audience’ 
through the use of machine learning.

As a marketing ploy the move clearly failed. Instead of 
debuting a new, tech-savvy firm that would, in the words of chief 
digital officer Anne Vasquez, be like ‘having a tech startup culture 
meet a legacy corporate culture’, it came off as buzzword-laden 
and naive. The internet positively erupted with derision.

Yet what is even more disturbing than the style is the 
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Yet data is no panacea. Our online behavioural information 
represents but a small fraction of what drives our preferences. In 
the case of Tronc, news is a fast business, making it very hard – if 
not impossible – to effectively personalise recommendations. So it 
is unlikely that content optimisation will improve user experience.

That’s why content optimisation models tend to aggregate 
data among large subsets of users. By playing the averages, a 
smart algorithm can increase click rates on websites and social 
media significantly. This, most probably, is what Vasquez meant 
when she said that the firm plans ‘to harness the power of our 
local journalism, feed it into a funnel, and then optimise it so we 
reach the biggest global audience possible’.

The problem with this approach is that it tends to result in a 
feedback loop. Algorithms are not agnostic but tend to favour 
certain types of article over others. Before you know it, you are 
judging your audience’s preferences on the basis of assumptions 
you’ve embedded into the system. At that point, you’ve lost 
editorial control to a data-driven mirage.

Another troubling aspect is Tronc’s continual use of the terms 
‘machine learning’ and ‘artificial intelligence’, which Vasquez 
says will allow journalists to automate 
more mundane tasks, like searching for 
photos. Tronc investor Patrick Soon-
Shiong also asserts that the technology 
will allow the company to make 
thousands of videos a day.

Both statements are surreal. Are 
we really to believe that the key 
to the future of media is a Google 
image search? Or that all we need to 
wow audiences is to scrape together 
more videos by automating the 
process? Even more disheartening, 
however, is that the focus of these 
efforts seems to be on the production 
process – meaning the mechanical 
aspects of publishing text and image 
online – rather than helping journalists 
originate, report and develop stories.

A more thoughtful approach to an artificial intelligence 
platform might comb through the company’s resources to produce 
condensed dossiers on sources, including the contact information 
of Tronc reporters who have interviewed those sources before. 
A slightly more sophisticated system could suggest potential 
sources for a story using much of the same data.

But there doesn’t seem to be any thought given to 
empowering journalists to become more informative or to serve 
their audience better. Rather the focus of this new digital effort 
seems to be on automating the production process to cut costs 
and then upselling readers to higher-margin video content.

Eyeballs over experiences
A third troubling aspect is that the goal of Tronc’s digital efforts 
seems more geared to collecting eyeballs rather than creating 
experiences. Rather than working toward a truly new model for 

publishing that would be more rewarding for readers, the firm 
hopes that through digital wizardry it can get the same articles it 
already publishes in front of more people.

Clearly, this is not a new idea. Publishers like Buzzfeed and Vice 
News mastered the art of content optimisation long ago. Since 
then, there has been no shortage of imitators spamming our social 
media feeds with listicles and hip videos. It’s hard to see how 
adding a louder voice to the cacophony will achieve anything.

Tronc bills its new strategy as ‘the future of journalism’, but if 
anything its shiny new digital strategy seems mired in the recent 
past. In fact, it’s an approach that digital pioneers have already 
moved on from. Buzzfeed recruited a top-notch news team, while 
Vice News has done hard-hitting, documentary-style reporting in 
places like Ukraine and North Korea. Others, like Politico, have 
created new niches by focusing on more in-depth reporting.

Managing for metrics rather than mission
Finally, the greatest delusion of all is that optimisation itself can 
create a sustainable competitive advantage. If all it took were 
algorithms and machine learning, we would expect IBM or 

Google to dominate multiple market 
sectors. Tronc, with little technology 
expertise to speak of and no money 
to invest in significant research, will 
be betting its future on third-party 
software. Yet somehow it still expects 
to gain a leg up on competitors 
by tweaking conversion rates and 
adding video content. That’s not a 
strategy; it’s a mirage.

The company is failing to 
address the fundamental questions 
it is facing: what is the role of a 
newspaper business in a digital 
media environment? How can we use 
technology to empower our journalists 
to collaborate more effectively and 
further our editorial mission?

The role of a great publisher is not 
to predict what readers may want to consume, but to help them 
form their opinions through strong, authoritative journalism. You 
win in the marketplace not by chasing readers with algorithms 
but by attracting them with a superior product. Yet great 
journalism can’t be automated, because it is among the most 
human of endeavours.

The truth is that Tronc is managing for metrics rather than 
for mission. So far, at least, it has shown no interest in serving 
its customers better or enabling its staff to do anything they 
couldn’t do before. ■

Greg Satell is a US-based business consultant

The greatest 
delusion of all is 

that optimisation 
itself can create 

a sustainable 
competitive 

advantage

For more information:

Vist Greg Satell’s website at digitaltonto.com   
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Controlling the wild beast
If your email is eating into your productivity and life outside work, it may be time to 
implement some of David Parmenter’s golden rules

In any working week many of us spend up to 20% of our 
time processing emails. In many cases workflow is simply 
being pushed around the organisation for no tangible gain. 

Here are some ideas on how to get a better balance: 

* Never open emails before 10.30am. In the good old days, 
we would handle post at 10.30am when it arrived from the 
postroom. Now, the first thing we do is open our inboxes and 
suddenly an hour has evaporated. Some of us get interrupted 
every time a new email arrives. Switch off the alerts and dip in 
and out of emails after specific tasks have been achieved.

* You are not Barack Obama so don’t live and sleep with 
your smartphone. Most of us are not heart surgeons or heads 
of state; our work is not critical to life. Many emails we handle 
have little or no relevance to where we or our organisations 
want to go. It is particularly sad when it becomes a part of the 
culture for senior managers to text each other about Monday’s 
schedule during the TV advert breaks on Sunday night. I may 
send the odd email on a wet Sunday afternoon but I never 
expect it to be read until business hours.

* The five-sentence rule. Treat all email responses like text 
messages or tweets and limit their length. With only five 
sentences, for example, the writer has to be succinct.

* Have an attention-grabbing header. Make the header the 
main message of the email – for example, ‘Freeing up more 
time – migrating our invoice system’. If you cannot think of a 
good email header, maybe you should not send the email. 

* Actively terminate email exchanges. If a topic is pinging to 
and fro and becoming increasingly complex, a phone call is a 
much more efficient solution. Think about the desired outcome 
and promote a course of action to avoid the ‘table tennis’. If 
necessary, say ‘No more emails on this one, thank you’. 

* Before you send a complaint/rebuff, sleep on it.  
For complex responses, save your draft overnight. Many a 
career has been dented by a poorly thought out email  
written in anger. 

* Monkey-on-the-back emails. Many people use email to pass 
their workload on. They contact known experts and ask for their 
help without having done any research themselves – passing 
the monkey on their back to the expert. A colleague of mine, 
an internationally recognised expert, advised me that the best 
way is to politely thank the sender for the email and then say 
‘Please call when convenient to discuss’. In his experience, this 
gets rid of 95% of the requests. ■

David Parmenter is a writer and presenter on measuring, 
monitoring and managing performance

Next steps

1. For two weeks try not to open your emails until 10.30am.
2. Adopt attention-grabbing headers.
3. Email me (parmenter@waymark.co.nz) for a complete 

list of these email rules.

For more information:

davidparmenter.com
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Quest for quality
In an attempt to continue the improvement in disclosure practices, 
the IASB has begun a new initiative, explains Graham Holt

As the complexity of financial 
reporting increases, it 
has become increasingly 
challenging for entities 
to meet the International 
Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) requirements for 
more disclosure while still 
providing shareholders 
with clear, concise and 
relevant information 
about their business.

In May 2011, the 
International Accounting 
Standards Board (IASB) 
issued IFRS 12, Disclosure of 
Interests in Other Entities, 
as part of a suite of new 

standards that address inter-
entity investments. IFRS 12 
requires information about 
the significant judgments and 
assumptions that an entity 
has made in determining 
control over another entity 
as well as details concerning 
an entity’s interests in 
subsidiaries, associates and 
joint ventures. However, from 
an investor’s perspective the 
key disclosure enhancement 
was that information about 
unconsolidated structured 
entities is now required. 
This information was largely 
unavailable in financial 

statements 
prepared prior to 
the standard.

In an attempt 
to continue the 
improvement 
in disclosure 
practices, the 
IASB has launched 
the Disclosure 
Initiative. This 
started in 2013 
when the IASB 
hosted a public 
discussion forum 
on financial 

of shared responsibility but 
felt that the best way forward 
would be if the IASB took 
a lead.  

Forum comments have 
been used to inform the 
initiative, which comprises a 
number of short- and longer 
term projects. The objective is 
to develop a drafting guide for 
the IASB to use when setting 
disclosure requirements in 
new and amended standards. 
As a result, the IASB has 
issued amendments to IAS 
1, Presentation of Financial 
Statements, and IAS 7, 
Statement of Cash Flows. 
The amendments to IAS 1, 
Presentation of Financial 
Statements, address some of 
the concerns expressed about 
existing presentation and 
disclosure requirements, and 
ensure that entities are able to 
use judgment when applying 
IAS 1. The amendments to IAS 
7, Statement of Cash Flows, 
require a disclosure of changes 
in liabilities arising from 
financing activities, including 
changes arising from cashflows 
and non-cash changes. The 
IASB’s initiative is made up » 

The forum 
highlighted a 

sense of shared 
responsibility 

but felt that the 
best way forward 

would be if the 
IASB took a lead

reporting with the objective 
of clarifying the problem with 
disclosure and its causes. 
Further, the IASB wished 
to identify ways of making 
disclosure more effective and 
to try to solve the problem 
within the existing framework. 
The opinion of the forum 
seemed to be that disclosures 
fail to be entity-specific and do 
not communicate an entity’s 
business model and strategies, 
which are key elements of 
financial reporting. 

Better quality information
The forum also felt that many 
of the disclosures potentially 
obstruct more useful 
information and concluded 
that better quality information 
was needed. Another view was 
that the concept of materiality 
and the lack of its appropriate 
application contributed to 
excessive disclosures. There 
is an accounting risk attached 
to disclosure as regulators 
now make public any issues 
with entities, with the result 
that investors may mistrust 
management’s integrity. The 
forum highlighted a sense 
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There was a 
growing concern 

about the 
increasing use 
of alternative 
performance 

measures

of a number of implementation 
and research projects.

The issue with disclosure 
overload is also prevalent 
in the US. In 2014, the 
US Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB) 
issued the Conceptual 
Framework for Financial 
Reporting, Chapter 8: Notes 
to Financial Statements. 
Here, the FASB states that 
the primary purpose of notes 
to fi nancial statements is 
to supplement or further 
explain the information 
on the face of fi nancial 
statements by providing 
fi nancial information relevant 
to existing and potential 
investors, lenders and other 
creditors for making decisions 
about providing resources 
to the entity. The document 
further says that decisions 
about whether to provide 
resources depend, at least in 
part, on resource providers’ 
assessments of cashfl ows that 
they ultimately would receive. 

Other projects
A number of other standard-
setters and regulators have 
undertaken projects on 
disclosure overload. In 2013, 
the European Financial 
Reporting Advisory Group 
issued Towards a Disclosure 
Framework for the Notes. 
The document supported 
communication principles and 
called for the development of 
a more consistent and rational 
approach to disclosures. 

There was general agreement 
that there should be a shift 
away from just compliance 
with regulation. 

In July 2016, the IASB 
set out in a staff paper its 
proposal for a project on 
primary fi nancial statements. 
Feedback indicated that the 
research should focus initially 
on the reporting of fi nancial 
performance. However, some 
respondents suggested that 

the focus should 
be on the structure 
and content of 
the statements 
of fi nancial 
performance, while 
others thought 
that a single 
measure should be 
determined and 
that the distinction 
between profi t or 
loss and OCI (other 
comprehensive 
income) be more 
precisely defi ned. 

In the conceptual framework 
project, the IASB has tried to 
develop detailed guidance on 
the use of OCI and recycling 
but has only managed to 
develop high-level guidance. 
It was suggested that the IASB 
explore how the statements 
of fi nancial performance 
could be improved to provide 
more useful information to 
users. In addition, there was 
a growing concern about the 
increasing use of alternative 
performance measures 
and non-IFRS information 
in the communication 
of performance. 

Research highlighted that 
investors had many more 
questions about ‘adjusted’ 
or ‘non-GAAP’ earnings than 
before. This had been partly 
prompted by media articles 
discussing the gap between 
adjusted and IFRS earnings. 
Further, the research paper 
indicated that 95% of FTSE 
100 entities had adjusted their 

IFRS fi gures to show a more 
favourable profi t. In addition, 
the descriptions of reconciling 
items were often too general 
and the adjustments were 
not comparable between 
entities. Restructuring 
costs were often disclosed 
as exceptional year after 
year, with many entities 
excluding these charges 
from their measure of 
underlying earnings. 

Some respondents stated 
that investors would like to 
understand the return that 
management has generated 
from its operations and 
resources, and the interaction 
between an entity’s business 
model and the entity’s 
performance. It was felt 
that this project should be 
prioritised because investors 
spend a signifi cant amount 
of time adjusting the profi t 
and loss fi gures to arrive 
at a more representative 
earnings fi gure, and that 
there should be more 
fl exibility in the presentation 
of information by considering 
the interaction of fi nancial 
and digital reporting. 

Some investors wish to 
have a better understanding 
of an entity’s underlying 
fi nancial performance and, 
generally, they focus on 
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operating profi t, net income 
and earnings before interest, 
tax, depreciation and 
amortisation for their analysis. 
However, there was no 
suggestion as to how this was 
to be achieved.

Take five
As a result of the feedback 
and research undertaken, the 
IASB has suggested fi ve areas 
for inclusion in its project: 
1. standardising the structure 

of the statement of 
financial performance 

2. standardising some 
subtotals in the statement 
of financial performance (for 
example, operating profit) 

3. considering disaggregation 
of line items 

4. considering whether to 
remove options that allow 
some items to be included 
in either operating expense 
or financing expense 

5. analysing the use of 
alternative performance 

measures and non-IFRS 
information. 

The objective of this research 
project is to identify and 
develop a set of principles 
for disclosure that could form 
the basis of a standards-level 
project. The IASB’s focus is 
the review and revision of the 
general requirements in IAS 
1, Presentation of Financial 
Statements. The IASB is 
looking to potentially amend 
IAS 8, Accounting Policies, 
Changes in Accounting 
Estimates and Errors, to clarify 
the defi nitions of a change 
in accounting policy and 
accounting estimate.  

Entities sometimes struggle 
to distinguish between 
accounting policies and 
accounting estimates, and 
enforcers have identifi ed 
divergent practices. The 
Interpretations Committee 
felt that it would be helpful 
if more clarity were given 
and brought the issue to the 

IASB’s attention. In addition, 
the IASB is considering how 
materiality is applied in 
practice and has provided 
some guidance in the form 
of a practice statement. 

The project came about 
as a result of uncertainty 
about how the concept of 
materiality should be applied, 
with the result that it was 
felt that preparers were 
adopting a cautious approach 
to disclosure, leading to 
disclosure of information that 
is not relevant. Further, some 
standards seem to suggest 
that their requirements 
override the statement in 
IAS 1 that an entity need not 
provide information that is 
not material.

The inclusion of immaterial 
information is not explicitly 
prohibited under IFRS and 
the IASB does not propose 
to prohibit entities from 
disclosing immaterial 
information for operational 

reasons. Reducing disclosure 
overload can only be 
achieved by reference to 
the primary purpose of 
the fi nancial statements 
and by communicating 
in a transparent manner 
the fi nancial position 
and performance of the 
entity. The improvement 
in the effectiveness of 
communication through 
the fi nancial statements 
will reduce the users’ 
uncertainty about its fi nancial 
position and performance 
and, potentially, the cost 
of capital. ■ 

Graham Holt is director of 
professional studies at the 
accounting, fi nance and 
economics department at 
Manchester Metropolitan 
Business School

For more information:

ifrs.org 
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Technically speaking
Aidan Clifford provides a monthly roundup of the latest developments in audit, financial 
reporting, tax, access to finance and law

Credit unions
The credit union registrar has 
written to all credit unions 
advising them of issues to be 
attentive to for their 2016 year-
ends. The initial conversion 
to FRS 102 and the recent 
regulations are mentioned, with 
loan provisioning, dividend 
policy and the 2016 year-end 
process given special mention. 

The registrar gave clear 
guidance that dividends 
should not be funded by 
reserves that have been 
created or expanded through 
the application of new 
accounting requirements or 
standards rather than because 
of an underlying profit. 

The Irish League of Credit 
Unions (ILCU) has issued an 
example set of FRS 102 credit 
union financial statements. 
ACCA has also issued a 
similar guidance document 
along with explanations on 
how to apply FRS 102 for the 

first time in a credit union. 
The ACCA documents are at 
accaglobal.com/cu.

Public house licences 
Applications for public house 
licences to the Dublin district 
court now have to include 
confirmation of compliance 
with certain company 
secretarial requirements 
from the auditor or external 
accountant. The confirmation 
must include:

* certificate of incorporation

* objects clauses from the 
memorandum and articles 
of association

* company printout showing 
the names and addresses 
of the current directors

* an ordinary resolution 
authorising a director to 
make the application on 
behalf of the company.

An example confirmation letter 
is available by emailing aidan.
clifford@accaglobal.com.

Intangibles survey
Ireland’s accounting enforcer, 
the Irish Auditing and 
Accounting Supervisory 
Authority (IAASA), has 
published the results of a 
survey into the nature of 
intangible assets and the scale 
of acquisition activity for the 
2015/16 financial statements 
of 28 entities listed on the Irish 
Stock Exchange. 

The survey identified 18 
different types of intangible 
asset being capitalised. 

Ten of the companies 
capitalised ‘customer 
relationships’ for a total value 
of €2bn, with Aryzta accounting 
for half the amount. 

Six companies capitalised 
‘brands’ for a total value also 
of €2bn, with Kerry Group 
accounting for half the total. 

Computer software was 
capitalised by 16 for a total 
value of €1bn, with the two 
pillar banks between them 
accounting for €700m of this. 

One company valued 
‘mastheads’ at €20m, another 
valued landing rights at 
€47m. Only one company 
had ‘development costs’, 
capitalised at €28m. 

Seven companies had 
no recognised intangible 
assets. Among the seven 
were the three real estate 
investment trusts (REITs): Irish 
Residential Properties, Green 
and Hibernia. 

The survey identified 
that 11 of the 28 companies 
has acquisition activity in 
2015, down from 14 in 2014. 
The total consideration for 
acquisitions in 2015 by the 
11 companies that made 
acquisitions was €10.6bn 
although €7.6bn of this was 
accounted for by CRH. 

Of the €10.6bn paid for 
acquisitions, €4.5bn (43%) 
was for goodwill. Cumulative 
goodwill in the 28 balance 
sheets amounted to €18.6bn 
or 66% of total equity. 

IAASA has concluded that, 
because of the sums involved, 
it will continue to focus its 
enforcement activity on:

* directors’ judgments as 
to why certain intangible 
assets have not been 
recognised in a business 
combination 

* directors’ key assumptions 
for determining the fair 
value of intangible assets

* significant factors used to 
determine the useful lives 
of material intangible assets

* methods used to amortise 
intangible assets

* required disclosures for 
intangible assets with 
indefinite useful lives

* acquisition-related 
liabilities including debt-
like items and contingent 
consideration.

The survey is available at 
bit.ly/IAASA-intangibles.

US GAAP in Ireland
In response to a public 
consultation by the 
Department of Jobs, 
Enterprise and Innovation, 
ACCA recommended that  
the time period for certain 
companies incorporated 
in Ireland to prepare and 
file financial statements 
according to US GAAP should 
be removed, and US GAAP 
allowed indefinitely. 

The full ACCA response is 
at bit.ly/US-GAAP. 

Client asset regulations 
New guidance has been 
issued for auditors reporting 

Aidan Clifford is advisory 
services manager, 

ACCA Ireland
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in accordance with client asset 
regulations for investment 
firms. These assurance 
engagements use the 
ISAE 3000 standard published 
by the International Auditing 
and Assurance Standards 
Board (IAASB). 

For details, contact aidan.
clifford@accaglobal.com. 

Free bookkeeping course
ACCA has a suite of free 
online learning courses open 
to accountancy firms’ staff – 
and indeed to everyone. The 
four modules in the ACCA-X 
e-learning suite are designed 
to bring learners to the 
standard required to pass the 
two exams for the introductory 
certificate in financial and 
management accounting and 
the two further exams for an 
intermediate certificate. 

The modules are free, 
although the computer-based 
exams cost €50 each. There 
is no need to sign up for the 
exam to do the course. Entry 
is open to all without any need 
for prior learning. Each online 
course lasts for 10 weeks.

The courses can be used 
to start an accounting career. 
A diploma is available after 
three more exams, an honours 
degree after a further four 
exams and a full ACCA 
Qualification by completing 
the final-level ACCA.  

More at bit.ly/ACCA-X. 

Company conversions
Following the introduction 
of two types of companies 
in the Companies Act 2014, 
Companies Registration 
Office (CRO) has reported 
a hike in the number of 
company conversions 
and reregistrations. 

A small number of 
subsidiaries of some 
multinationals have chosen 
to convert to Ltds – they had 
been expected to take the 
DAC route. 

Property management 
companies and charities all 
appear to be choosing DAC, 

limiting directors’ authority to 
trade and bind the company 
in contract to the objects as 
set out in the organisation’s 
constitution. 

Smaller private companies 
seem to be choosing to be Ltds. 

The CRO Gazette 
contains the full list, and is at 
bit.ly/CRO-conversions. 

Leader programme
The Leader rural development 
programme for Co. Meath 
is looking for a qualified 
accountant to sit on its 
evaluation committee. The 
committee will assess the 
projects submitted for Leader 
funding. This unpaid position 
will involve monthly meetings 
throughout 2017 or for as long 
as Leader funding continues. 

For more information on 
the role, email aidan.clifford@
accaglobal.com. 

Abhaile arrears scheme 
The new Abhaile mortgage 
arrears scheme will see 
MABS (Mortgage Advice and 
Budgeting Service) engage an 
accountant on the borrower’s 
behalf for a fixed fee of €500 
paid directly by MABS. 

The detailed arrangements 
for this scheme are still being 
worked out and further 
information will follow when 
it becomes available. The 
existing mortgage forbearance 
advice scheme, for which the 
advising accountant is paid 
€250 by the lending bank, will 
continue in parallel. 

SBCI
Strategic Bank Corporation of 
Ireland (SBCI) borrows money 
internationally at sovereign 
interest rates and on-lends 
to Irish commercial banks so 
that they can finance SME job 
creation projects. 

In practice, SMEs can 
obtain discounts on the 
standard interest rates of up to 
1.4%, but more usually around 
1%. The lending can be in 
the form of standard business 
loans or asset-based financing 
and invoice discounting, 
but not all types of lending 
qualify. The application 
process within the financial 
institution is usually the same 
as for standard loans although 
some banks require some 
extra information. 

If you or your client are 
applying for an SME business 
loan, it is worth asking your 
local bank for the SBCI rate. 
ACCA has invited SBCI to 
speak at a number of regional 
and practitioner CPD events 
so members can meet and 
discuss their SME borrowing 
needs with SBCI staff. 

Anti-money laundering 
The government has published 
its first money laundering and 
terrorist financing national 
risk assessment. The aim is to 
identify the national risks as 
the basis for drawing up a plan 
to mitigate them. 

The risk assessment report 
rates the accounting services 
sector as medium-high risk. 

One of the risks 
is that anybody 
can set up as an 
accountant or 
tax adviser. The 
report notes that 
it is impossible 
to identify how 
many unqualified 
persons are 
offering accounting 
or tax services 
and have not 
registered for anti-
money laundering 
purposes. 

If you or your 
client are applying 

for an SME 
business loan, it is 
worth asking your 
local bank for the 

SBCI rate

Of the 120 unqualified 
‘accountants’ who did 
register, 79 were monitored 
and ‘the majority… had not 
identified (clients) and were 
not fully compliant with their 
obligations under the act’. 

The report notes that 
suspicious transaction reporting 
by accounting practices is 
low, and similar to the legal 
profession at about 1% of all 
reports. Professional bodies 
themselves made five reports to 
an Garda Síochána of suspicion 
of a member committing 
money laundering offences 
between 2012 and 2015. 

The report notes that 
‘awareness of, and compliance 
with, [anti-money laundering] 
obligations has improved 
among accountancy service 
providers in recent years’. 

The legal profession is 
also ranked a medium-high 
risk sector. The report notes 
reluctance by some small 
solicitor firms to obtain 
identifying documents from 
long-term clients. The report 
also notes that, as with 
accountancy firms, about 1% 
of all customer suspicious 
transaction reports are made 
by solicitor firms. 

The charity and not for 
profit sector was found to 
be medium-low risk. The 
charity sector has been used 
in some countries to launder 
criminal proceeds or to finance 
terrorism, but the report notes 
that there is no evidence of 
this happening in Ireland yet. 

Other areas assessed 
include: banking, money 
remittance, bureau de 
change, life assurance, 
funds/fund administrators, 
asset management 
firms, credit unions, 
moneylenders, trust or 
company service providers, 
retail intermediaries, private 
members’ clubs, high-value 
goods dealers, notaries for 
trust or company service 
providers, property service 
providers and bookmakers. 
More at bit.ly/nra-rep. ■
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Tax update
Cora O’Brien takes a look at some of the issues raised by pay and file, as well as what is 
happening with R&D tax credits and revised rules on tax opinions in complex cases

Entrepreneur relief
Finance Act 2015 introduced a 
revised relief for entrepreneurs 
disposing of certain business 
assets. A 20% rate of capital 
gains tax applies to gains on 
disposals of business assets on 
or after 1 January 2016, up to a 
lifetime limit of €1m. Revenue 
has released a guide, which 
is available at revenue.ie. It 
addresses the conditions for 
relief, whether share buybacks 
by an entrepreneur’s company 
will qualify, double holding 
company structures and relief 
in relation to partnerships. 

Pay and File 2016
The guillotine on certain 
unused property-based capital 
allowances starts to take effect 
in the 2015 tax returns, so 
Revenue has reissued its guide 
on this topic. eBrief No. 84 of 
2016 contains information on 
the different property-based 
schemes and on the operation 
of the guillotine. 

From 1 January 2015, 
unused accelerated capital 
allowances and area-based 
allowances claimed by passive 
investors cannot be carried 
forward beyond the tax life 
of the building to which they 
relate. If the tax life expired 
on or before 31 December 
2014, unused allowances 
cannot be carried forward to 
2015 and subsequent years. 
If the tax life ends after 2014, 
unused allowances can be 
claimed up to the end of the 
tax life of the property to 
which they relate. Where a 
taxpayer is impacted by the 
guillotine in 2015 it will be 
necessary to adjust the capital 
allowances carried forward 
figure on Form 11 to take 
account of this guillotine. 

Another new element to 
the 2015 income tax return is 
the ROS treatment of ‘week 
53’ cases. This occurs when 
there are 53 ‘pay days’ in a 
year rather than 52. In these 
cases, employers apply an 
extra week’s standard rate-
cut-off point and tax credit 
through the payroll in week 53, 
as otherwise their employees’ 
pay in that week would be 
taxed fully at the marginal 
tax. Up to now, there could 
be a mismatch between the 
ROS calculation and the PAYE 
paid in these cases when the 
income tax return was filed. 

ROS can now make 
the correct adjustment in 
most cases but additional 
information must be provided 
in the employment panel of 
the income tax return. Details 
of the employer’s registration 
number, whether the 
employment was a week 53 
case and whether the taxpayer 
was paid weekly, fortnightly 
etc, must be entered. 

If you use the pre-
populated version of the ROS 
Form 11 return the information 
will be provided on-screen. 
Otherwise, you may need to 
ensure you have obtained 
clients’ P60s and have 
confirmed the details of the 
payment pattern.

Duration on opinions
Readers familiar with Revenue’s 
Large Cases Division will be 
aware of the procedures in 
place to obtain a tax opinion 
on a proposed transaction 
or business activity. Revenue 
issued a tax briefing in 2014 
outlining the types of complex 
cases where an opinion may be 
given. It has recently updated 
its guidance to note that 
opinions issued by Revenue will 
now be valid for a maximum 
period of five years (previously 
seven years). In some 
circumstances, an opinion may 
be valid for a shorter period. 

Minister for Finance 
Michael Noonan announced 
the change during the Dáil 
debate on the Apple state 
aid case. He also noted that 
Revenue will publish the 
number of opinions issued 
each year in its annual report.

Investment in R&D
The comptroller and auditor 
general’s report for 2015 
included some interesting 
analysis of R&D tax credit 
claims. There has been a 
high uptake of the R&D tax 
credit since its introduction 
in 2004. The number of 
companies claiming the 
credit has increased over 
twentyfold, with the cost of 

claims increasing from €71m to 
€553m. Expenditure on R&D 
by Ireland’s business sector is 
second highest in the EU. 

The comptroller and 
auditor general has made 
some recommendations on 
the administration of the 
regime by Revenue, including 
ways to collate more specific 
information on compliance 
interventions on R&D tax credit 
claims.The Department of 
Finance conducted a detailed 
review of the operation of 
the R&D tax credit in 2013, 
concluding that the Irish regime 
stands up well compared 
with other jurisdictions and 
is an important part of our 
competitive offering.

NI corporation tax plans
The Northern Ireland 
Executive has committed to 
setting a corporation tax rate 
of 12.5% on trading profits 
in April 2018. Guidance has 
recently been issued by 
HMRC on the operation of 
the Corporation Tax (Northern 
Ireland) Act 2015. 

Under the Act, SME’s 
trading profits will qualify 
for the 12.5% rate where the 
company’s employee time 
and costs fall largely within 
Northern Ireland. (A 75% test 
applies.) Large companies 
will be able to qualify for this 
rate on profits attributable to 
a fixed trading presence or a 
dependent agent. 

The UK government 
will give effect to the new 
powers once the executive 
demonstrates its finances are 
on a ‘sustainable footing’. ■

Cora O’Brien is director of 
technical services at the Irish 
Tax Institute
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NI tax update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a monthly roundup of the 
latest tax developments of relevance to practitioners in Northern Ireland

Taxonomies
HMRC has issued guidance 
highlighting when you should 
use a particular version of 
a taxonomy for online filing 
using iXBRL. It also highlights 
withdrawn taxonomies. More 
at bit.ly/hmrc-ixbrl. 

HMRC update
Agent Talking Points are 
weekly online digital meetings 
aimed at tax agents, usually 
lasting 45 minutes to an 
hour. The sessions provide 
agents with the opportunity 
to ask questions of HMRC’s 
subject matter experts across a 
range of different topics. A list 
of current and past webinars, 
including those on agent 
services, Making Tax Digital, 
security and cybercrime can be 
found at bit.ly/hmrc-agent. 

MTD: one final push
Thanks to all ACCA members 
who responded to our request 
for your thoughts on the six 
consultations in the Making 
Tax Digital (MTD) suite. 
The consultations close for 
comment on 7 November, 
so if you have not already 
responded to HMRC, please 
send in your views.

HMRC’s position is clear in 
the consultations: ‘We believe 
that the full benefits of digital 
capability can only be delivered 
for all parties by mandating the 
use of digital record-keeping 
software that links to and 
updates businesses’ digital 
accounts with HMRC.’ 

HMRC proposes that MTD 
will apply for:        

* income tax and national 
insurance in April 2018

* VAT obligations in April 2019

* corporation tax obligations 
in April 2020.

Members have told 
ACCA that digital access for 
businesses and practitioners 
needs improvement, that the 
cost for businesses regarding 
the quarterly returns and 
penalties is far too high, and 
that the MTD returns will, at 
a time when business needs 
to look at exporting, ‘take up 
management time and prevent 
businesses from looking at 
new opportunities’.

You can read ACCA’s 
consultation response, 
which was drawn from your 
views and the views of the 
panels who represent you, at 
bit.ly/ACCA-policy.

Notice and guidance
VAT Notice 700/25: taxis and 
private hire cars replaces 
a May 2002 notice of the 
same name. The changes 
are administrative and the 
‘technical content has not 
changed from the May 
2002 edition’.

VAT Notice 700/1: should 
I be registered for VAT? 
replaces a June 2016 notice of 
the same name. The changes 
include the introduction of 
new powers that let HMRC 
hold an online marketplace 
jointly and severally liable for 
the unpaid VAT of an overseas 
seller trading goods in the UK 

via that online marketplace, 
and the power to direct some 
non-established taxable 
persons to appoint a VAT 
representative who is based in 
the UK.

VAT Notice 723A: refunds 
of VAT in the European 
Community for EC and non-EC 
businesses replaces a March 
2016 notice of the same name. 
It explains how businesses 
can claim a refund of VAT that 
is incurred in any other EU 
countries, and how non-EU-
based businesses can claim a 
refund of UK VAT. 

VAT Notice 741A: place 
of supply of services replaces 
an August 2016 notice of the 
same, and makes a change 
to section 13. The use and 
enjoyment rules apply either 
where the place of supply 
would be the UK but the 
services are effectively used 
and enjoyed outside the EU, 
or where the place of supply 
would be outside the EU but 
the services are effectively 
used and enjoyed in the UK. 
In these circumstances, the 
place of supply is where its 
effective use and enjoyment 
takes place. Where this is the 
UK, the services are subject to 
UK VAT. 

More at bit.ly/vat-not.

Carer’s credit
People with caring 
responsibilities could receive a 
boost to their state pension by 
claiming carer’s credit. Signing 
up for carer’s credit for a year 
means a higher state pension 
when the carer retires. It is 
designed for those caring for 
others for at least 20 hours a 
week and who aren’t getting 
carer’s allowance. 

More at bit.ly/c-cred. ■

Alcohol 

HMRC has restated that businesses selling alcohol to 
other businesses need to be registered under the Alcohol 
Wholesaler Registration Scheme (AWRS). Any that applied 
prior to the 1 April 2016 registration deadline will ‘know 
the outcome of your application before the 1 April 2017 
date – when buyers will need to check if their wholesaler 
is registered’. HMRC has also used the opportunity to 
remind businesses that intend to start selling alcohol 
to other businesses in 2016 that they should make their 
AWRS application 45 days before their intended start date 
of supply. Failure to register may result in a fine for trading 
illegally. Further guidance at bit.ly/hmrc-alc.
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Tax diary
Financial professionals working in Ireland will need to take note of the following important 
dates and deadlines for November and December 2016, supplied by the Irish Tax Institute

Companies

Dividend withholding tax
14 November
Return filing and payment (for 
distributions in October 2016).

Corporation tax
21 November
Payment of preliminary tax 
for companies with a financial 
year ending 31 December 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 November 2016).

Corporation tax
21 November
Last date for filing return 
and making final payment 
for financial year ended 29 
February 2016 (ROS extension 
to 23 November 2016).

Corporation tax
21 November
Payment of initial instalments 
of preliminary tax for ‘large’ 
companies with financial year 
ending 31 May 2017 (ROS 
extension to 23 November 2016).

Form 46G – return of 
third-party information
30 November
Last date for filing return 
46G for companies with 
a financial year ended on 
29 February 2016.

Dividend withholding tax
14 December
Tax return filing and payment 
date (for distributions made in 
November 2016).

Corporation tax
21 December
Due date for payment of 
preliminary tax for companies 
with a financial year ended 
31 January 2017 (ROS extension 
to 23 December 2016).

Corporation tax
21 December
Last date for filing tax return 
and making final payment 
for financial year ended 
31 March 2016 (ROS extension 
to 23 December 2016).  

Corporation tax
21 December
Due date for payment of initial 
instalments of preliminary tax 
for ‘large’ companies with 
a financial year ending 30 
June 2017 (ROS extension to 
23 December 2016).

Form 46G – return of 
third-party information
31 December
Last date for filing third-
party payments return 
46G for companies with a 
financial year that ended on 
31 March 2016.

General 

PAYE
14 November
P30 monthly return and 
payment for October 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 November 2016).

Professional services 
withholding tax
14 November
F30 (professional services 
withholding tax) monthly 
return and payment for 
October 2016 (ROS extension 
to 23 November 2016).

VAT
19 November
Bi-monthly VAT 3 
return and payment for 
September/October 2016 
(ROS extension to 
23 November 2016).

Relevant contracts tax
23 November
Monthly return and 
payment date (if required) 
for October 2016 (principal 
contractors file via ROS).

PAYE
14 December
P30 monthly return and 
payment for November 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 December 2016).

Professional services 
withholding tax
14 December
F30 monthly return and 
payment for November 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 December 2016).

Capital gains tax 
15 December
Payment on capital gains 
arising on disposals 
between 1 January 2016 and 
30 November 2016. 

Relevant contracts tax
23 December
Monthly return and payment 
date (if required) for 
November 2016 (principal 
contractors file via ROS). ■

Information supplied by the 
Irish Tax Institute

Disclaimer: This is a calendar 
of the main tax compliance 
deadlines but is not intended 
to be an exhaustive list. While 
every effort has been made 
to ensure the accuracy of 
this information, the Irish Tax 
Institute does not accept 
any responsibility for loss or 
damage occasioned by any 
person acting, or refraining 
from acting, as a result of 
this material.
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Opening up opportunities
ACCA’s new partnership with Solas is designed to equip Ireland’s workforce with the  
skills required as the economic recovery starts to gather pace 

ACCA Ireland has joined 
forces with Solas, the further 
education and training 
authority, to offer the ACCA 
Diploma in Accounting 
and Finance via its online 
learning portal, eCollege.

The pioneering partnership 
has a dual aim. The first is to 
meet the changing needs of 
the Irish economy as it starts 
to grow. There is a skills gap in 
the finance field, which needs 
to be plugged if companies 
and businesses are to prosper. 

With the unemployment 
rate now at its lowest since 
before the downturn, building 
a skilled and educated 
workforce is a vital element of 
a stronger and more robust 
economy as we embark 
on economic recovery 
and sustained growth, 
according to Liz Hughes, 
ACCA’s head of Ireland and 
mainland Europe. ‘A steady 
employment rate is a primary 
contributor to a recovering 
economy,’ she says. ‘As a 
professional body, we have 
an obligation to create 
opportunities for the long-
term unemployed and 
to enable them to earn 
qualifications and attractive 
skills for employers.’ 

‘ACCA is partnering with 
Solas to encourage the 
growth of a skilled and 
employable workforce 
that will drive Ireland’s 
future. The course not 
only affords learners 

a valuable qualification; it 
ensures they are “work-ready” 
when they receive their 
certificate, an attribute that is 
very important to employers.’

Skills focus
Paul O’Toole, CEO, Solas, 
agrees. ‘Partnerships such as 
this are imperative to Solas 
and to those who engage with 
further education and training. 
The economy is continuously 
shifting and changing, and the 
demands of the jobs market 
are increasingly skills and 
education focused. Partnering 
with ACCA and Cenit College 
[which manages provision] 
allows Solas learners to 
build and enhance their 
employability skills.’

The second aim is to 
develop an approach that is 
both flexible and accessible, 
so that people who may have 
previously not have been able 
to study can now do so more 
easily. The course has been 
designed to address three 

primary objectives: providing 
upskilling for individuals who 
may not have the formal 
qualifications they need 
to progress in their career; 
offering training for those who 
may have had a career break 
or time out of the workplace; 
and improving employability 
for learners, including those 
who may not have been in the 
workplace for some time.

The online tutoring 
programme is designed to 
support and mentor learners 
effectively and affordably, by 
allowing them to schedule 
sessions at times convenient 
to them. 

Eva Nagy-Gannon was on a 
career break and looking after 
her young family when she 
heard about the new online 
option. With a background 
in economics in her native 
Hungary, the course allowed 
her to upskill in her own 
time while caring for a baby, 

meaning that when she 
qualified in June, she was 
ready to work with a boosted 
CV, highly attractive skills and 
a ‘work-ready’ qualification. 

Accessible opportunity
Similarly, the course also 
provided an accessible 
opportunity to study for 
Michael Connell, who was 
introduced to the course at his 
local job centre. The flexible 
nature of the training and its 
multiple resources allowed 
him to study and work.  

Cenit College manages the 
eTutoring and related support 
services on behalf of Solas. 
Vaeni MacDonnell, managing 
director at Cenit College, says, 
‘We have two objectives at 
Cenit College: to give learners 
the means to break into the 
jobs market, and to support 
and mentor all learners on 
their journey through further 
education. Many jobseekers 
are caught in an unending 
cycle of unemployment due to 
their education constraints or 
personal circumstances. 

‘This partnership is crucial 
as it allows us provide a 
flexible and affordable way  
for people to break their 
own way out of the cycle. 
Education is the key to 
everything: increasing the 
talent pool and closing the 
skills gap, sustaining high 

employment rates 
and supporting a 
strong economy.’ ■
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Upcoming events
ACCA Ireland runs an exciting programme of events across the country, featuring high-
profi le speakers and offering network and CPD opportunities

Belfast 

Technical update
2 November
18.00–20.00 
Ulster Members’ Network
Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland
Ramada Encore
Two CPD units

Practitioners conference 3
1 December
09.30–17.00
Mark Morton and Mark 
Thexton, Mercia Group
Hilton Hotel 
Templepatrick
Seven CPD units

Cookstown

Practitioners conference 3  
30 November
09.30–17.00
Mark Morton and Mark 
Thexton, Mercia Group
Glenavon House Hotel
Seven CPD units 

Cork

Practitioners conference 3
7 December
09.30–16.45 
Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland, 
Julie Herlihy, Herlihy Tax 
Consultancy, Colm Divilly, 
Professional Education 
Seminars, Kathyrn Burns, 
Mercia Ireland
Radisson Blu, Little Island
Seven CPD units

Derry 

Practitioners conference 3
29 November
09.30–17.00
Mark Morton and Mark 
Thexton, Mercia Group
City Hotel
Seven CPD units

Dublin

Funds and provisioning 
9 November
18.00–20.00
Financial Services Network
Fergus Condon, Grant Thornton
Spencer Hotel, IFSC
Two CPD units

Business Leaders’ Forum
10 November
07.30–09.00
AJ Noonan, SFA
Westbury Hotel
Two CPD units

Accountants in the 
digital age
15 November
18.15–20.15
Leinster Members’ Network
Martin Quinn, DCU
Hilton Hotel 
Charlemont Place
Two CPD units

Complete tax roundup 
for the corporate sector
16 November
09.30–16.30 
In partnership with the Irish 
Tax Institute

Paul Murphy
Martin J Kelly 
Hilton Hotel 
Charlemont Place
Seven CPD units

Foreign exchange 
management in the 
corporate sector
23 November
09.30–16.30
Derek Taylor, Taylor 
Associates
Gibson Hotel
Point Village
Seven CPD units

ACCA Business Leaders’ Forum 
22 September 2016
In September, ACCA held a business leaders’ forum on navigating business through change. 
The evening event – held at Westbury Hotel in Dublin – was attended by a broad of range 
of business leaders, who heard keynote speaker Richie Boucher, CEO of Bank of Ireland, 
outline the journey of the bank to profi tability and repayment of the taxpayer, and the need 
for businesses to continually adapt to the evolving digital needs of consumers.

▲ Setting course 
for profitability
Richie Boucher, CEO of 
Bank of Ireland, pictured 
with (left) Etain Doyle, 
chair of ACCA Ireland, and 
(right) Anne Keogh FCCA, 
the event chair
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Dublin

ACCA Leinster chairman’s Christmas lunch  
12.30 on Friday 2 December
Patrick Corcoran FCCA, chairman of ACCA Leinster 
Members’ Network, would like to invite you to its 
Christmas lunch, sponsored by recruitment specialist 
Brightwater. The guest speaker is funnyman Gary Cooke.

Cooke is an Irish actor, satirist and writer. He is one 
of the stars, on screen, of Après Match and, on stage, of 
I, Keano and MacBecks. He is probably best known for his 
uncanny portrayal of media personality Eamon Dunphy, 
although Match of the Day presenter Gary Lineker and 
TV3 sports broadcaster Trevor Welch also feature among 
his most celebrated impressions.

This year’s supported charity will be the children’s 
charity Variety.

The event is being held at: Intercontinental Dublin 
Hotel, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.

For more information:

For more details and to book your place online, go 
to bit.ly/xmas-cooke

Practitioners conference 3
26 November
09.30–16.30
Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland, 
Patrick D’Arcy, Grant Thornton, 
Tom Murray, Friel Stafford, 
John McCarthy, Consulting Ltd
Fitzpatrick Castle Hotel
Killiney
Seven CPD units

Technical update
5 December
18.15–20.15
Leinster Members’ Network
Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland
Radisson Blu Royal
Golden Lane
Two CPD units

Taxing knowledge and 
transfer pricing 
6 December
09.30–16.30
Irish Tax Institute
Damien Flanagan, KPMG, 
Ronan Finn, PwC
Hilton Hotel 
Charlemont Place
Seven CPD units

US GAAP
8 December
09.30–16.30
Chris Nobes, University 
of London
Gibson Hotel, Point Village
Seven CPD units

Passing on a business 
and pensions planning
13 December
09.30–16.30
Irish Tax Institute
Yann Harrison, Russell 
Brennan Keane
Marianne Donaghy, Deloitte
Hilton Hotel 
Charlemont Place
Seven CPD units

Dundalk

Management and 
leadership
3 November
18.00–20.00
Leinster Members’ Network
Terry Harmer, NLC Training
Crowne Plaza Hotel
Two CPD units

Galway

Technical update
22 November
18.00–20.00
Connaught Members’ Network
Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland
Menlo Park Hotel and 
Conference Centre
Headford Road
Two CPD units

Letterkenny

Regional tax update 
2016 and Revenue 
audits
22 November
18.00–20.00
Ulster Members’ Network and 
Irish Tax Institute
Rose Tierney, Tierney Tax 
Consultancy 
Radisson Blu
Letterkenny Retail Park
Paddy Harte Road
Two CPD units

Limerick 

Charity accounting 
and regulation 
30 November
18.00–20.00
Munster Members’ Network
Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland
Clarion Hotel
Steamboat Quay
Two CPD units

Sligo

Technical update
24 November
18.00–20.00 
Connaught Members’ Network
Aidan Clifford, ACCA Ireland
Sligo Park Hotel
Two CPD Units 

Waterford

Management and 
leadership
30 November
18.00–20.00
Munster Members’ Network
Terry Harmer, NLC Training
Tower Hotel and Leisure Centre
The Mall
Two CPD units ■
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Show me the money
With leading business schools demanding eye-watering sums for their prestigious MBAs, 
crowdfunding is becoming a viable way of raising cash – with the right approach

There are many reasons 
for wanting an MBA. The 
prospect of earning more 
money is one, but it also 
increases the chances of 
having a more rewarding 
and exciting career. An 
MBA can offer not only an 
improvement in business 
skills but also personal 
development. Networking, 
mentoring and making social 
connections are central to 
the experience; successful 
MBA students often say this 
aspect is the best part of 
taking the degree. 

However, this all comes 
with a hefty price tag and the 
more prestigious the school, 
the higher it is likely to be. 
Harvard Business School offers 
a world-class MBA – and the 
world’s most expensive at 
around US$200,000, while the 
University of Cambridge MBA 
costs £98,000 over two years. 
On top of this must be added 
living costs and loss of earnings 
if doing a full-time course.  

The MBA candidate 
is expected to approach 
problems with a lively mind, 
and finding such large 

sums should be addressed 
accordingly. Helpfully, new 
ways of raising money such 
as crowdfunding are finding a 
place in the MBA market. 

Crowdfunding is where 
the public is approached 
directly for funding via the 
internet, bypassing more 
traditional routes of raising 
capital. Some business 
sectors have an impressive 
history of using it effectively; 
the success of sites such 
as Indiegogo, Kickstarter, 
Crowdcube and Hubbub show 
it can certainly work. 

‘There is a strong tradition 
of crowdfunding in graduate 
education in the US,’ says 
Tim Wright, co-founder of 
crowdfunding consultancy 
Twintangibles, ‘but now we 
see it growing in the UK.’ 

Those who think this looks 
like an easy solution to funding 
an MBA should be cautious. 
If you choose to crowdfund, 
you need to put yourself ‘out 
there’ relentlessly, mining 
friends, family, alumni groups, 
clubs, and previous and 
current work contacts. It is not 
for the introverted. 
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The pitch must be honed 
and delivered to the right 
audience in an appealing way, 
and the hoped-for outcome 
must be tempered with 
realism; most crowdfunding 
campaigns don’t reach the 
target sum. ‘It is enormously 
hard work,’ says Wright, 
‘and in the vast majority of 
cases unsuccessful.’ 

Pitch perfect
Central to the process is the 
pitch – giving people a reason 
to want to give money. For 
the prospective MBA student, 
this poses a problem. ‘Please 
give me some cash as I want 
an MBA so my great career 
can be even better’ is not a 
proposition that has much 
appeal to the public. 

‘You need to have a 
compelling story,’ says Justin 
Grainger, CEO of consultant 
CrowdFundMe2. ‘You need 
to give people a reason – a 
genuine story about why the 
project is so important to you.’ 

He warns against the 
temptation to be dishonest 
while telling this story, which 
will have a ruinous effect on 
the campaign. ‘It’s a public 
domain, so if you’re not 
truthful you’ll be uncovered,’ 
he says. Grainger also 
agrees that it is a tough task. 
‘Regardless of the hype, most 
crowdfunding attempts fail.’  

Despite this there is 
potential to raise at least some 
of the money required. The 
crowdfunding tactic allows a 

wide range of people to get 
involved in a huge variety of 
projects. ‘We use the term 
“disintermediated approach”,’ 
explains Wright. ‘Within this 
large group you’ll have lots of 
different motivations; there are 
lots of reasons people back 
things, so what may seem 
crazy to some will appeal to 
others. Now you can reach this 
diverse group, which is very 
beneficial to the investee.’ 

The ‘long-tail’ principle 
that underpins crowdfunding 
means that there will be many 
small contributions rather than 
a few large ones. ‘This is part 
of its appeal,’ says Wright. 
‘It’s a discretionary spend;  
if someone is only giving 
£10 they don’t have to be 
wholeheartedly engaged with 
the scheme.’  

‘Momentum is critical’
Getting those first 
contributions is important, 
and just as a shrewd busker 
always puts some cash in his 
hat before performing, the first 
investors are likely to be close 
to the investee. ‘Research 
shows momentum is critical,’ 
explains Grainger. ‘A general 
rule of thumb is to try and get 
25% of the funding in place 
before the launch.’ It may well 
be that the ‘Bank of Mum and 
Dad’ would have been heavily 
involved anyway, but by using 
the crowdfunding approach, 
their money has a chance of 
attracting more investment. 

A good campaign can have 
wider benefits 
– something 
Wright feels might 
be overlooked. 
‘Think about what 
can be achieved 
in addition to 
sourcing finance. 
The networks and 
connections made, 
the demonstration 
of entrepreneurial 
acumen, the ability 
to write good 
copy, to undertake 
marketing 

and target a particular 
demographic; these are all 
competencies that will be 
needed in a future career.’ 

There are more traditional 
ways of funding an MBA such 
as a bank loan or sponsorship 
by one’s employer – usually 
with the proviso that the 
graduate will stay with the 
business. Scholarships, 
which are common in the US, 
provide another route, but the 
competition to secure one is 
very fierce indeed. 

Prodigy Finance offers 
funding for MBAs using a 
different model. Here, the 
crowd are invited to invest 
in an individual on the 
understanding that all money 
will be returned, with a profit, 
once the MBA graduate has 
secured work. Over US$190m 

‘You need to give 
people a reason to 
invest – a genuine 

story about why 
the project is so 

important to you’

has been lent to students, with 
the business claiming a 99% 
repayment rate. However, the 
prospective student must be 
applying to a top school and 
the investors must be repaid. 

A crowdfunding campaign 
needs dedication and must 
be carefully researched and 
presented (see box). Given the 
huge sums of money needed 
to secure an MBA, the project 
must be tempered with realism 
but it is still worth considering. 
As Wright says, ‘It’s not just 
about the money; it’s about the 
networks and skills you need 
in a future career. It is hard 
work, but people crowdfund 
because they recognise 
the benefits of doing it well 
can be tremendous.’ ■ 

Matt Warner, journalist

Tips for tapping a crowded market

* Don’t rush.

* Take a good look at the different sites. Which one 
suits you best? crowdfunder.co.uk, hubbub.org, 
crowdcube.com and justgiving.com are all worth 
examination but there are many other sites, too.

* Make sure you know how the site will charge you, as 
there are a variety of models.

* Look at successful campaigns to see what works, 
but review the failures, too, so you can learn from 
others’ mistakes.

* Set a realistic target sum.

* Drive traffic to your site by intelligent use of social 
media. Seek out Facebook groups of your chosen 
school’s alumni; appeal to those who have an MBA or 
who understand your motives.

* You must tell a good story; this will need real thought.

* Presentation is vital. Most crowdfunding sites 
give free advice on images, editing and general 
best practice.

* Be relentless. Crowdfunding is hard work. Keep 
pushing your message to everyone you can. This is no 
arena for the timid.

* Many successful campaigns see rewards offered 
on a sliding-scale basis. For a £10 contribution, a 
thank-you call; for £25, a novelty t-shirt; for £50, 
an acknowledgement in the MBA dissertation; for 
£1,000, an invitation to the graduation. These must be 
carefully costed.

* Be imaginative. For instance, if you can play the guitar, 
offer some lessons as a reward for a contribution.

* Keep positive. Remember there are more benefits to 
running a crowdfunding campaign than just money.
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111th ACCA AGM
Minutes of the 111th ACCA AGM held at The Adelphi, London, on Thursday 15 September 
2016. Alexandra Chin, president of ACCA, took the chair and 61 members were present

Notice and auditors’ report
It was agreed that the notice of meeting 
and the auditors’ report on the accounts 
for the period 1 April 2015 to 31 March 
2016 should be taken as read.

Minutes 
The minutes of the annual general 
meeting held on 17 September 2015 and 
published in the November 2015 issue of 
Accounting and Business were taken as 
read and signed as correct.  

Resolution 1
To receive and adopt the report of the 
Council and the accounts for the period 
1 April 2015 to 31 March 2016
Alexandra Chin gave her presidential 
address and asked Helen Brand, chief 
executive, to give a presentation. She 
then invited questions and comments on 
the report and accounts.

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution carried, the votes 
being as follows:
For 10,262   Against 245

Resolution 2 
Result of the ballot for the election of 
Council members
The scrutineer’s report and the number 
of votes received by each candidate in 
the ballot for the election of members of 
Council were reported as follows:
1. Michelle Hourican  5,220
2. Matilda Crossman  5,086
3. John Cullen  5,040
4. Mark Millar  4,889
5. Lorraine Holleway  4,857
6. Arthur Lee  4,665
7. Kenneth Henry  4,622
8. Fergus Wong  4,577
9. Rhonda Best  4,516
10. Nasir Ahmad  4,425
11. Dean Lee  4,418
12. Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan  4,187
13. Phoebe Hao Yu  4,183
14. Gustaw Duda  4,000
15. Sharon Critchlow  2,656.5
16. James Lee  2,552.5
17. Liz Blackburn  2,178
18. Hidy Chan  1,952

19. Peter Fee  1,876
20. Katerina Sipkova  1,867
21. Diarmuid O’Donovan  1,841
22. Dinusha H Weerawardene  1,810
23. Duncan Smith  1,798
24. Stephen Fitzgerald  1,703
25. Peter Lewis  1,689
26. Andrea Lei Yue  1,684
27. Frankie Ho  1,674
28. Zhong Shan  1,584
29. Fahad Ali  1,489
30. Emmanuel Walter  1,481
31. Amina Javaid  1,422
32. David Adelana  1,384
33. Leo Mucheriwa  1,373
34. Shepherd Chimutanda  1,271
35. Brigitte Nangoyi Muyenga  1,221
36. Thomas Mensah Abobi  1,216
37. Kholeka Mzondeki  1,091
38. Billy Kang  1,070
39. Ibikunle Olatunji  1,033
40. Babajide Ibironke  1,009
41. Yousouf Hansye    969
42. Gabriel Low Chi Heong    948
43. Oscar Osabinyi    930
44. Belete Bobe    884
45. Dato’ Raymond Liew    872
46. Mubashir Dagia    841
47. Chibuzo Okpala    830
48. Syed Farrukh Naz    829
49. Michael Kuttin    803
50. Frank Olatunji Menukuro    756
51. Ronald Serwanja    754
52. Simon Kolenc    704
53. Rene Anita Lemsi Sama Ambe    690

The president therefore declared the 
following members elected or re-elected 
to Council:
Michelle Hourican
Matilda Crossman
John Cullen
Mark Millar
Lorraine Holleway
Arthur Lee
Kenneth Henry
Fergus Wong
Rhonda Best
Nasir Ahmad
Dean Lee
Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan
Phoebe Hao Yu

Gustaw Duda
Sharon Critchlow

Resolution 3
Appointment of auditors
The president reported that Council 
recommended that Grant Thornton, 
chartered accountants and registered 
auditors, be reappointed as the 
association’s auditors. She then invited 
questions on Resolution 3.

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution carried, the votes 
being cast as follows:
For 9,625  Against 883

Resolution 4
Growth in the number of members 
and quality of new members to be 
balanced. Member quality is the 
foundation for ACCA’s brand value, 
industry positioning and long-term 
development

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,232  Against 8,275

Resolution 5
If the percentage of increase in annual 
subscription is over the lower of 3% 
and prior year’s Consumer Prices Index 
published by the UK Office for National 
Statistics, the increase must be passed 
by an ordinary resolution of members 
in AGM and requires a 51% majority in 
favour for the resolution to be passed, 
and such resolution to be supported by 
a full budget with justification for any 
major increase in costs

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,863 Against 7,643

 
Resolution 6
Knowledge of emerging industries, such 
as mobile internet and fintech, to be 
introduced in the syllabuses of related 
papers in the ACCA Qualification, 
and ACCA to provide resources and 
opportunities to support its members, 
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affiliates and students in emerging 
industries

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 1,995 Against 8,512

Resolution 7
The collaboration and mutual 
recognition with local statutory 
accountancy bodies to be promoted 
to improve the local position of ACCA 
and its members, and these tasks 
to be considered as one of the key 
performance indicators for the annual 
review and extra bonus of ACCA 
regional representatives and leaders

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,563  Against 7,945

Resolution 8
Couriers that provide reliable and 
economical service and allow members 
to track their incoming letters to be 
used in the delivery of member and 
fellow certificates and other important 
documents. Many ACCA members 
outside the UK experience difficulties in 
receiving such documents from ACCA

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,147 Against 8,360

Resolution 9
The quality oversight committee 
(consisting of eight Council members 
qualified through the examination 
route but not sitting on the market 
oversight committee) to be established 
to ensure the consistency, reliability and 
high quality of the ACCA Qualification 
by evaluating qualification exam 
structure adjustments, exemptions, 
mutual recognition agreements and 
any other programme that leads to 
cancellation or exemption of any paper 
at current professional level, and that 
the execution of qualification exam 
structure adjustments, exemptions, 
mutual recognition agreements and 
any other programme that leads to 
cancellation or exemption of any paper 
at current professional level requires a 
75% vote in favour (ie, six out of eight 
committee members) to approve the 
quality oversight committee.

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 

votes being cast as follows:
For 1,993 Against 8,515

Resolution 10
Consultation to members to be 
carried out by the executive team 
when evaluating qualification exam 
structure adjustments, exemptions, 
mutual recognition agreements and 
any other programme that leads to 
the cancellation or exemption of any 
paper at current professional level, 
and written feedback obtained from 
more than 100 members who are 
able to represent the interests of 
ACCA members geographically to 
be the prerequisite to execute any 
qualification exam structure adjustment, 
exemption, mutual recognition 
agreement or programme that leads to 
cancellation or exemption of any paper 
at current professional level

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 1,739 Against 8,768

Resolution 11
At the earlier of most exercisable date 
and 31 December 2019, at least half 
of members of ACCA executive team 
(ie, the chief executive and executive 
directors) to hold ACCA membership 

and at least one third of members of 
ACCA executive team to be ACCA 
members who have qualified through 
the examination route. Globally, 
most of the influential professional 
organisations are led primarily by their 
own professional members or licence 
holders, such as American Institute 
of CPAs, CFA Institute, ICAEW, CPA 
Canada and Chartered Accountants 
Australia and New Zealand. ACCA 
members to play an indispensable and 
executive role in managing their own 
association

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,793 Against 7,713

Resolution 12
The executive team reward plan not to 
take vision measure (total number of 
members and students) as the primary 
measure of performance, and the plan to 
take account of other important factors, 
such as quality of the association’s 
growth, member-leaving ratio and 
member satisfaction survey, to be 
conducted by independent third parties

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,576  Against 7,931 »
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Resolution 13 
ACCA governance to be introduced to 
members in various ways through their 
lifecycle within the association; ACCA to 
invite interested members to participate 
in its governance activities; and detailed 
introduction of ACCA governance 
to be integrated into the syllabus of 
paper P1 and/or other relevant papers, 
Professional Ethics Module, new member 
welcome package, AB magazine and 
periodical regional activities

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 1,893 Against 8,614

Resolution 14
Awareness of the AGM among members 
and participation in it to be promoted 
by the Council and the executive team, 
and the procedures and results of AGM 
voting to be disclosed to members 
transparently and accurately by various 
ways, such as email, official website and 
independent voting website. By 27 May 
2016, when we submitted the special 
resolutions to 2016 AGM, the voting 
results of 2015 AGM resolutions had not 
been disclosed 

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,413 Against 8,094

Resolution 15
Council, the executive team and ACCA 
staff to comply with the principles of 

fair vote during the AGM, and not to 
utilise the association’s public resources 
(including but not limited to official 
website, voting webpage, ballot tickers 
and member contacts) to unilaterally 
induce members to vote for or against 
any resolution during AGM. ACCA 
members are outstanding professionals 
of the highest quality and they are able 
to make their own decisions 

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,284 Against 8,223

Resolution 16
Communication among Council 
members, regional ACCA staff and 
members not to be promoted and 
motivated, contact information (eg, 
email under privacy protection) of 
Council members and candidates for 
Council election to be disclosed on 
the official website for inquiries from 
members, and Council members to 
serve as bridges between members and 
the executive team to address members’ 
significant concerns and issues

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,101 Against 8,406

Resolution 17
A petition mechanism to be established 
and operated on the official website, 
any member to have the right to 
initiate such petition and to invite 

other members to support, any petition 
that has support from more than 100 
members to be brought to the Council 
for discussion, and any further progress 
to be disclosed to all members on the 
official website and in AB magazine

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 2,153 Against 8,354

Resolution 18
A strategy committee to be established 
to determine the direction and strategy 
of ACCA and to guide the executive 
team to drive the association forward; 
the strategy committee to consist 
of Council members with expertise 
in professional organisations and 
strategic planning backgrounds; outside 
strategists and senior consultants to be 
employed when needed

The president called for a poll and 
declared the resolution not carried, the 
votes being cast as follows:
For 1,926 Against 8,581

The president thanked members for their 
attendance and welcomed the level of 
support for Council’s position regarding 
the special business resolutions. She 
committed that Council would review the 
governance arrangements surrounding 
the AGM, including reviewing whether 
the current process for tabling special 
business resolutions is fit for purpose for a 
modern membership body. The president 
declared the meeting closed at 2.45pm. ■

Council held its annual meeting on 15 September. Before the 
meeting, ACCA’s 111th annual general meeting took place at 
The Adelphi, London (see above).

At the annual Council meeting, Council elected ACCA’s 
officers for the coming year. ACCA’s new president is Brian 
McEnery; he will be supported by Leo Lee (deputy president) 
and Robert Stenhouse (vice president). 

Council also welcomed six new members, whose election 
was declared at the AGM: Rhonda Best (UK), Sharon Critchlow 
(UK), Phoebe Hao Yu (China), Datuk Zaiton Mohd Hassan 
(Malaysia), Michelle Hourican (Ireland) and Arthur Lee (Hong 
Kong). The Council also welcomed back Gustaw Duda who was 
re-elected to Council after losing his seat in the 2015 elections. 

Council took a number of other decisions at its annual 
meeting:

* It approved Council’s standing orders for 2016–17, in 
accordance with the bye-laws

* It agreed to appoint a number of lay members to serve on 
ACCA’s public oversight boards

* It elected three Council members to serve on the 
nominating committee in 2016–17 along with the officers

* It agreed a Council work plan and a set of objectives for the 
Council year 2016–17.

The next meeting of Council will take place on 26 November, 
immediately after the 2016 meeting of the international 
assembly. ■

Council highlights
At its annual meeting, ACCA’s Council elected new officers, welcomed new Council 
members and set objectives for the year ahead
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▲ Looking to the future
Former ACCA president Mark 
Gold, current president Brian 
McEnery, FD of The Crown 
Estate John Lelliott, Silver 
Levene partner Joe Osunsanmi 
and ACCA chief executive 
Helen Brand at the UK launch 
of the enhanced qualification

A warm welcome
Innovations to the ACCA Qualification were announced in 
October at a series of events held around the world 

ACCA’s announcement 
that it is making major 
innovations to its Master’s 
level qualification was warmly 
received in October as the 
message was delivered at a 
number of member events.

From Singapore to 
Shanghai, Lagos to Lahore, 
Kuala Lumpur to Karachi, 
Johannesburg to London, 
ACCA members, local learning 
providers, regulators and 
in some cases government 
ministers attended 
conferences, training sessions 
and social events to find out 
more about the changes 
taking place to ensure the 
qualification is fit to meet the 
strategic challenges of the 
21st century.

Members of ACCA’s Council 
and leadership team, among 
others, met with hundreds 
of stakeholders on this world 
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tour and were delighted 
by the response to the 
announcement.

As explored in AB’s 
October edition, the new 
ground-breaking design 
of the qualification draws 
on an extensive, two-year 
review and consultation with 
members, employers and 
learning providers. ‘We’ve not 
only listened to what current 
professionals and employers 
think are essential skills in the 
here and now,’ said ACCA chief 
executive Helen Brand, ‘but 
we’ve also carefully considered 
what will be vital attributes in 
the professional accountants of 
the future, to 2020 and beyond.

‘The ACCA Qualification 

is the only professional 
accountancy qualification 
that combines local relevance 
with international best 
practice. This means that our 
members are able to work 
at the highest level in any 
industry in any sector. In a 
globalised world this unique 
feature offers a real edge and 
benefit to employers.’ ■ 

ACCA member 
benefits
Employability
Membership improves 
earning power and job 
prospects on a global 
scale.

Influence and 
representation
Members play key 
roles in representing 
and developing the 
profession, backed by 
cutting-edge research.

Knowledge and 
connections
Keep up to date with 
our publications and 
social media feeds. Our 
events let you network 
with a large peer group.

Personal development
CPD, training and career 
progression support.

ACCA Careers
Our careers portal gives 
guidance and lists job 
vacancies worldwide.

Customer care
Fast and efficient 
support around the 
clock, by phone, email 
and webchat.

Go to accaglobal.com/
memberbenefits

For more information:

Find out about the updates to the ACCA Qualification at
accaglobal.com/thefuture
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